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ABSTRACT 
A semilinear elliptic boundary value problem of the form + g{xyVi..,\) = 0 and a cor­
responding discrete problem based on the finite element method are considered. The method 
of alternative problems is used to reduce the boundary value problem to an equivalent finite-
dimensional problem B{c, A) = 0. The bifurcation function B(c, A) is a vector field on for 
fixed A. The solutions of the reduced problem are in a one-to-one correspondence with the 
solutions of the boundary value problem. The method of alternative problems is also applied 
to reduce the discrete problem to an equivalent lower-dimensional problem. An approximate 
bifurcation function Ba,(c, A) for the lower-dimensional problem is also defined as a vector field 
on whose zeros are in a one-to-one correspondence with the solutions of the discrete prob­
lem. Estimates of the differences 5(c, A) A), Bc(c, A) — (BA)c(e, A), and £{Cy A) —£a(c. A) 
are derived. Here, 5(c, A) (resp. Sa(c,A)) denotes the value of energy functional associated 
with the boundary value problem (resp. the discrete problem). Morse decompositions are 
computed for some classical examples, and their bifurcation diagrams are presented. Results 
&om numerical experiments on the orders of convergence for the difference B(c, A) — A) 
are presented. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Description of the Problem 
Consider the following class of semilinear elliptic bouadary value problems tn divergence 
form: 
~ S ^  A) = 0, s 6 fi, (1.1.1) 
u(x) =0, ar 6 dQ, (1-1-2) 
where is a bouaded domain in R**, n = 1,2, or 3, with dO. smooth or Q a convex polygon. 
Here, g is some given nonlinearity satisfying the growth condition —k < flrtt(r,u. A) < 7 for 
some 7 > K > 0, and A € A C fe > 1. A main concern of bifitrcatioa theory is to describe 
the set of solutions S(A) of (1.1.1)-(1.1.2) and how the structure of 5(A) changes with the 
parameter A. This concern ultimately requires us to determine all the solutions in 5(A) for 
(1.1.1)-(1.1.2) with A fixed. 
Many authors have coatributed to the study of the solvabililgr of (1.1.1)-(1.1.2) including 
multiplidly results (see, for example, [7], [9], [11], [ITj, [25] and their references) under various 
possible behaviors of g. For sample, — Au + — Aa = 0 in Q, tt = 0 on 5Q (cf. Example 
5.2.10) is a classicaJ, well studied nonlinear boundary value problem. It is known, that 5(A) 
has exactly one, or three solutions depending on whether A < At, or A > At where At is the 
ist eigenftmctioa of —A. with Dirichlet boundary condition (see [Qj for some extensions to the 
non-homogeneous problem.). 
However, in mztny cases the number of solutions in 5(A) for (1.1.1)-(1 J^.2) is not known. 
Even if 5(A) is known to be non-empQr, the exact number of solutions in 5(A) is not easily 
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determined analytically. So, one of our intentions for this work is to develop appropriate nu­
merical methods to investigate the nature of the solutions in 5(A). We will use one of the 
standard numerical methods called the finte element method. Applying the finite element 
method to obtain an approximation Uh for a solution u of 1.1.2) results in a large, 
nonlinear algebraic system. Since this discrete system approximates the continuous nonlinear 
problem (1.1.1)-(1.1.2), it may have multiple solutions depending on A. One strategy to deal 
with both the infinite-dimensional continuous system and the large discrete system is to de­
crease their sizes by reducing them to equivalent, but smaller systems. This reduction (cf. [20]) 
is based on the method of alternative problems. 
Our goal in this dissertation is to establish error estimates for numerical approximations 
resulting from a discrete version of the method of alternative problems as it applies to (1.1.1)-
(1.1.2). In case (1.1.1)-(1.1.2) has a simple structure and spectral quantities of the associated 
linear operator are available explicitly, spectral methods can be applied (cf. [20], [21]). However, 
in general, such being not the case, the use of the spectral methods are restricted. Despite that 
the spectral decompositions are still required in the method of alternative problems. Thus it is 
desirable to consider the method of alternative problems based on discrete, spectral quantities 
which can be computed in terms of finite elements. This is our motivation for this work. 
1.2 Alternative Methods 
Various analytical methods have been developed, some of which are alternative methods. 
Since our numerical methods aje based on alternative methods, we shall review two typical 
alternative methods^ the Lyapunov-Schmidt and Cesari methods in this section. For simplicity 
in the rest of the chapter, we consider a Hilbert space H with the usual inner product (-, -) 
and norm [ - [, and a problem in H 
2:it + iV(tt,A)=0, (1.2.1) 
where L t Hd —»• is a bounded linear operator in. N : Ho x R is a continuous 
mapping, and Hd G S is another Hilbert space. Notice that (1 J^.l)-(1.1.2) may be written as 
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an operator equatioa, 
Lu + N{u, A) = 0, 
where ' iV(u, A) = </(-,«, A), H = and Hq = fl'o(fi) H 
^•^(£2). The spaces ffo(S2) and are defined in section 2.1. 
1.2.1 The Lyapunov-Schmidt Method 
Equations of the form (1.2.1), with L non-invertible were studied by Lyapunov (cf. [18]) 
and by E. Schmidt (cf. [19]). A method of reduction to a finite-dimensional problem was used 
by Lyapunov in his study of integral equations related to a problem of equilibrium of rotating 
fluids, and by Schmidt in his theoretical work on nonlinear integral equations. Their method 
is generally known as the Lyapunov-Schmidt method and is described in this section. 
Consider F : Ho x R—> H, and assume that (i) F is CS (it) F(0, A) = 0, A 6 R, (in) for 
some fixed Aq 6 R, L = i^(0, Aq), and (zu) JV(u, A) = F(u, A) — Lu = o(ltt| + |A — Ao|). If L 
is a homeomorphism, then the implicit function theorem guarantees a unique solution branch 
(«(A), A) of F(u,X) = 0 in a neighborhood of (0,Ao), which must be •u(A) = 0. So, bifurcation 
cannot occur at Aq. (Q, Xq) is a bifurcation point if every neighborhood of (0, Ao) contains a 
point («, A), with tt ^ 0, such that F(tt, A) = 0. Thus bifurcation can only happen when the 
operator L is not invertible. We ^ve a sufficient condition for bifurcatioa in chapter 5. 
Assume that L is not invertible and has finite dimensional nullspace JVt and closed range 
Til, such that has finite dimension, ff welet k = dimCTJ^), then we may find tti, • - •, ttfe 6 
such that tti, *" , ttfe form a basis for Denoting the linear space spanned by {«t, - - -, Uk} 
by fljfe, we have an orthogonal decomposition H = Let F and I—P be the orthogonal 
projections P t H Hk and I — PtH-¥ We also decompose Hd = W where W = 
JVi, and V is some complementary space. Every element tt 6 Hd nia-y be written in the form 
u = tff-t-t;, w EWf 6 V. Thus we decompose F(u, A) = 0 into 
PF{w + v. A) = 0, 
(/-P)F(w + v,A) = 0. 
(1.2.2) 
(1.2.3) 
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Let E(w,VyX) = (/" — P)F{w + u, A). Then we have ^(OjO, Aq) = 0, and the derivative 
5„(0,0, Ao) i V -¥ [I — P)Lv, which is one-to-one and onto. Tlius, the implicit function 
theorem assures that (1.2.3) can be uniquely solved for v = v{w, A). Substituting this solution 
into (1.2.2), we obtain the bifurcation equation 
of the Lyapunov-Schmidt method. The function in (1.2.4) is called the bifurcation function. 
Solutions of (1.2.4) are in a one-to-one correspondence with solutions of F{u, A) = 0 locally, that 
is, in a neighborhood of the point (0, Aq). So, the problem of solving the equation F(«, A) = 0 
has been reduced to an alternative problem of finding the zeros of a function from W = Ml to 
PH = Hk' Thus the Lyapunov-Schmidt method may be considered an example of alternative 
method which reduces the problem to the null space of L (cf. [8]). 
1.2.2 The Cesari Method 
In 1963, Cesari (cf. [4], [5]) pointed out the importance of extending the method of 
Lyapunov-Schmidt to case where W 5^ jV/i,. He showed that for certain problems it was 
still possible to reduce the discussion of the solutions of Lu + N{% A) = 0 to an alternative 
problem in a finite dimensional space. He later developed a general procedure for reducing 
broad classes of problems of the form Lu -t- iV"(«, A) = 0 to an alternative problem in finite 
dimensions. 
Our presentation of this method is based on the lecture notes by Cesari (cf. [6]). Suppose we 
can define a projection operator P tH E and a linear operator K, which may be considered 
as a paxtial inverse of Z, satisfying the three conditions: (fct) :  K(r — P)L = I — P, (^2) -
PL = LPy and (^3) : LK{I — P) = I — P. It is worthwhile to remark that the condition (fci) 
implies that the range of P contains the null space of L, which possibly may be trivial. Under 
these conditions Cesaxi showed that the equation Ltt-t-iV(tt, A) = Q is equivalent to the ^ stem 
PF{w -f- v{w, A), A) = 0, (1.2.4) 
P(2:a-t-iV(te,A)) = 0, 
Pu - K{I - P)N{u, A) = 
(1.2.5) 
(1.2.6) 
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where N : H x K H is any operator in H, Equations (1,2.5) and (1.2.6) are cailed the 
bifurcation equation and the auxiliary equation, respectively. Thus, any projection operator P 
and linear operator K satisfying (&t) — (fcg) are eligible for replacing Lu H- iV(u, A) = 0 by the 
system (1.2.5)-(1.2.6). 
We next look at this more specifically when L is self-adjoint. We assume that the associated 
eigenvalue problem Lxi — Att = 0 has countably many real eigenvalues A,- and eigenfunctions 
<t>i, L<i>i — Xi<f>i = 0, I = 1,2, -' - . We further assume that At < Af+i, t = 1,2, • - •, A,- —)• +oo 
as t —f oo, and that is a complete orthonormal system in H. Thus, every element 
OO 
u^ EL may be written in the form u = Ui<f>i, Ui = (u, <l>i). For any k such that A^t+i > 0 set 
L 
W = span{0i, • • •, <(>k} (such a k exists because A,- < A,-+i and Af -f +oo). Clearly, LW = W. 
We define P i H -¥ W, In this case Hk = W. Obviously, P i H H is z, linear projection 
operator, = P, and || P ||= 1. Hence, we have an orthogonal decomposition H = W-^. 
OO OO 
Set y = {u € Hk ' ^  Af Uf < oo}. Define K :V -^V hy Kv = ^  Vf A,~^i^t t u 6 V. Note that 
k-^t ^+1 
Aj(.^j^|t;(, VtJ e V, It is easily shown that the operators P and K satisfy the conditions 
(fci) — (fca). We now caji reduce the problem Lu -f N{u, A) = 0 to the system (1.2.5)-(1.2.6). 
Next, we want to know if the auxiliary equation (1.2.6) is uniquely solvable. From the 
decomposition tt = to4- w, w €W, u € V, it follows that (1.2.6) is equivalent to 
w — K{I — P)N{w-i-v,\] = w + v, or v =—K{I — P)N{w(1.2.7) 
Before proceeding we mention that in chapter 2 a different form of this equation is used. 
By appljring L to (1.2.7), and using the condition (fe), it follows furthermore that (1.2.6) is 
equivalent to 
Lv+il- P)N{w + u. A) = 0. 
This is tlie form of the auxiliciry equation considered, in chapter 2. 
We define a map Tu,^ on V by Tvr^(v) = —K(I — P)iV"(«; + v. A). Note that (1.2.7) is of 
the form, v = Tur^(v). Assume that [iV(t£i^ A) — N'(u2, A)[ < 7|tti — Kal. Viti, u^ E H, VA G R. 
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(i.e iV : fl" X R ff IS Lipschitz ia u, ttoifonnly in A). Then we have 
\Tu,Mvi) - T„,,A(U2)I = - P)[IV(W + UI, A) - NIW + V2, A)LL 
^ -^ife+iTbi - U2I, Vui, V2 e V, 
Choose d so that A^^-i > 7. Then with the choice of fe = <f, : W-'- -)• is a contraction 
on = W-^, and thus (1.2.7) is uniquely solvable for every w 6 W. Thus, for every xo E W, 
the auxiliary equation has a unique solution v = = S(ti;, A). After substitution and 
since LP = PL the bifurcation equation takes the form Lw + PN{w + S(tu, A), A) = 0 in Wy 
a finite dimensional space. If we write w in the form w — ci^i -{ h Cd<f>d^ then we have 
Lu;-fPiV(w + E(ti;,A),A) = 5i(c, A)0i4 b Bdic, X)<(>dy where c= (ci, ••• ,0^)^ Thus, the 
bifurcation equation takes the form Bi{c, A) = 0, > • -, Bd^c, A) = 0, a system of d equations in 
the d unknowns ci, • • -, c^, for fixed A. 
This reduction method also has a connection with Galerkin's methods. In this context 
Galerkin's method simply solves the equation Lw + PN{w, A) = 0, with w € fV, which 
is obtained from the bifurcation equation by setting E(w, A) = 0. For w = ci^ 4 i-
Cd<^d € W, we have Lw + PN{w, A) = 5i(c, A)0t -1 h Bdic, X)<f>d, with Sf(c, A) = (Lw + 
PN{w, A), z = 1, - - -, rf. Thus, the equation Lw + FM{Wy A) = 0, ta E reduces to 
the system of the d Galerkin equations Bi(c,A) = 0,,Bd(c,X) = 0, in the d unknowns 
ci, - • -, Ci, for fixed A. By exploiting this connection (cf. [5]) Cesari showed that the Galerkin 
approximation can be used to prove the edstence of an exact solution, and furthermore, in 
such a case, it approximates the «act solution very well. In this directioa, Smiley (cf. [20]) 
has compared the Galerkin approximate solutions to the solutions of the bifurcation equation 
Lw -f- PN{w + S(«r, A), A) = 0, and the bifurcation diagrams given by these two approaches. 
1.3 Outline of the Dissertation 
In this dissertation oar Tiltimate goal is to compute 5(A) = {tt e flo(^) 1^ ^ a> solution, of 
(1.1.1)-(1.1.2)}. Our plan for the goal is as follows: 
1. We reduce the infinite-dimensional problem (1.1.1)-(1.1.2) to a finite and low-dimensional 
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problem by using the method of alternative problems. That is, we characterize the solutions 
tt of in terms of the zeros ce of a vector field 
2. We develop a discrete analogue of this reduction process in parallel with the continuous 
problem and apply it to the discrete counterpart of (U,1)-(U,2) obtained by applying the 
finite element method. 
3. We establish error estimates between the constructs that appear to study their relations. 
We are concerned with the matter of numerical approximation of the auxiliary and bi­
furcation equation. This has been done before but the numerics relied on exact eigenvalues 
and eigenfunctions of the operator L (cf. [20]). However, the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions 
of L are not ^plicit on most occasions. Therefore, we introduce the discrete anaiogues of 
those quantities based on the standard finite element method. We show the solvability of the 
auxiliary equation and prove error estimates for the solution u € V, the value of B(c, A), and 
its derivative 5c(c, A). Error estimates for exact solutions are therefore implied. As discussed 
in chapter 2, the derivative Bc(Ct A) gives information on the stability of solutions of (1.1.1)-
(1.1.2). Bc(c, A) is also used for computing Morse indices for some exaanples of (1.1.1)-(1.1.2). 
In addition we prove an error estimate on the value of the energy S{c, A) associated with the 
class of elliptic boundary value problems we consider. 
This dissertation is organized as follows. In chapter 2 we first give the assumptions on 
our problem (1.1.1)-(1.1.2). Then in the line of Cesari, the reductioa of (1.1.1)-(1.1.2) to an 
equivalent finite-dimensional problem is described in detail. The bifurcation function 5(c, A) = 
(Bi(c,A),-'« ,Bi(c, A))' assodated with (1J..1)-(1.1.2) is introduced as a vector field on 
and a forther property of the bifurcation fimction is given. In chapter 5 the corresponding 
discrete problem, based on the finite element method, is considered. The reduction of the 
discrete problem to aji equivalent lower-dimensional problem (whose dimensioa is the same 
as that of the reduced problem of (1.1.1)-(1.1.2}) is ^en, and an approximate bifiircation 
function B&(c, A) iis introduced. Da chapter 4 we state and prove our main error estimates on 
B(c, A) — B&(c, A), B'(c, A) — B^(c, A), and ^(cjA) — S&(c,A). Throughout this diessertation 
the notation B'(c,A) (resp. S^(c,A)) Es used for the derivative of S(c,A) (resp. Bft^(cr, A)) 
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with respect to c. In the last chapter results from aumericai experiments on the orders of 
convergence for the difference B(c, X) — A) are presented. Then Morse decompositions 
are computed for some exa.mples, and their bifurcation diagrams are presented. 
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CHAPTER 2 
THE CONTINUOUS PROBLEM 
In this chapter we are interested in the semilinear elliptic boundary value problems. The 
Cesari's reduction method is used to reduce the infinite-dimensional boundary value problem 
to a finite and low-dimensional problem. The bifurcation function is then introduced. The 
solutions of the boundary value problem are characterized in terms of zeros c 6 72.'' of the 
bifurcation function. At the end a principle of the reduced stability is recailed. 
2.1 The Continuous Problem 
We consider the following semilinear elliptic boundary value problem 
where Q is a bounded domain in n = 1,2, or 3. 
In the first subsection nonlineaxity conditions ajid assumptions for the problem (2.1.1)-
(2.1.2) are given. We formulate our problem in the weak form. We also discuss that a weak 
solution of (2.1.1)-(2.1.2) satisfies the sajne problem almost everywhere in S2. In the second 
subsection we review the properties of the exact eigenfiinctions. 
2.I.I Assumptions, Notations, and Weak Formulation 
We assume that 9Q is either smooth, or that Q ^  a convex; polygon. We define the operator 
L by 
(2.1.1) 
u{x) =0, r € dQ, (2.1.2) 
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where the coefficients Of,- belong to and satisfy 
afj(x) = ay,-(x), Var 6 Vi,/ € {1, 
and the uniform ellipticity condition 
n n. 
53 ^ Vx 6 Vf € with qq > 0. 
f,j=i t=t 
We assume on ^(ar, u, A) that 
(Gi) g € C^(J2 X R X A), for some open subset A C R^, Ar > 1, 
(Ga) (<?(«,«, A.) - ^(z, u, A))(« - u) > -Kfa - u(^, V (x, u, A), (®,u, A) € x R x A, 
(Gs) < Tl'U-wlt V (x,u»A), (ar,u,A) 6 X Rx A, 
(G4) — 5^„(ar,u, A)[ < 7|« —w[, V (x,«, A), (x,u, A) 6 x Rx A, and 
(Gs) ^(-,0,A)6L2(n), V^AeA, 
for some numbers 7 ,  /c > 0 .  
With the operator L we associate the bilinear form 
a(« ,w)=^ u ,uef lo(n) .  
t,J=l 
A vector of the form or = (at, - • •, ot„), where each component a,- is a nonnegative integer, 
is called a multiindex of order [al = oti 4 hQrn.> Given a multiindex o;, we define 
In the sequel we let -) and | - [ denote the usual inner product and aorm in the Hilbert 
space We define the Sobolev spaces where is a nonnegative integer, by 
ff'(fi) = {ue L\a} [ D^u e L\a), V [a[ < s}, 
with the norm 
El®""!' 
\M^ 
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If there is a function t;« 6 such that 
f uD''4dx = (-1)" f va(ffdx, \/<f> € C§®(Q), 
Jn Ja 
then such a Va is called the weak derivative of u and is denoted by [n the definition 
of D^u 6 is interpreted in the weak sense. We define Hq(Q) by the closure of 
Co°(f2) in the norm of H'(}L). 
The Poincare inequaiity implies that there is a constant C > 0 such that 
(u ,u)  =  (t t [^  <Ca(u , t t ) ,  Vue£ro(J2) .  
Hence we may take || • ||= a(-,•)» to be norm on This norm is called the Dirichlet or 
energy norm in the literature. 
Let ^[u, A] denote the function fir[«tA](ar) = ^(x,u(®),A). Assume that u € C^(fi) is a 
solution of (2.1.1)-(2.1.2). If we multiply (2.1.1) by a smooth test function (f> 6 Co®(J2), 
integrate over and integrate by parts, we find that 
J oijix) dx-t J gix,u,X)<f>(x)dx = 0, V<^eCS°(n). (2.1.3) 
t,j=L ^ ^ 
Since Cq°(Q) is dense in flo(^) same identity holds with the smooth function t j)  replaced by 
any <f> 6 and the resulting identity makes sense if only u G fl"^(Q). Thus if u 6 C^(n) 
is a classical solution of (2.1.1)-(2.1.2), then it sat^es the identity 
a(ij, <^) -f (5[«, A], <^) = 0, V^eEo (£2). (2.1.4) 
(2.1.4) is called, the weak formulation of (2.1.I)-(2.1.2). We say that u 6 iro(J2) is a weak 
solution of (2.1.1)-(2J..2) if u. satisfies the weak formulation (2.1.4). The weak formulation has 
many nice features to be used. For sample, it is ea^ to verify the existence aiid uniqueness 
restilts for linear partial diSereatial equations ia the weak formulation. Furthermore, it lies at 
the heart of the finite element methods wEiich can be thought of as Galerkin's methods. 
If a weak solution u of (2.1.1)-(2J..2) ex^s, thea firom the regularity theory, u 6 Hq(£1) n 
under our assumptions made oa the coefficients Oij, and the nonJinearity 5-. It 
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follows easily that, after integrating (2.1.3) by parts in the weak sense, 
^ = 0, V ^ 6 Cg°(n). 
where, in the weak sense, 
^ f A _ /o , lr^ 
d X j  
da* Since u € H^{€l)yaij is bounded, and ^ is bounded (above by the Lipschitz constant) almost 
vXj 
everywhere in Q, the left side of (2.1.5) is square integrable. Therefore, the weak solution u 
satisfies 
«J= 
for almost all x 6 (2. 
2>1.2 Exact Eigenfunctions 
We consider the variationally formulated eigenvalue problem: 
Find A, (^ € flo(f2), non-zero, such thata(^,^) = A(^,^), Vil) € flo(fi). (2.1.6) 
Under the assumptions we have made, it is well known (cf. [12]) that L has a countably 
infinite sequence of eigenvalues 
0 < Ai < A2 < ">/^+oo 
and corresponding eigenfunctions which can be chosen to satisfy (<^{, 4>j) = %, i,J = 
1,2, >>>. Consequently, a{<l>{,4>j) = Af(^£,^y) = At% »>/ = l,2,-->. Ftirthennore, any 
u, 6 Hq(Q) can be written as 
00 
u = with ttj = a(tt, ^ j), (2.1.7) 
j=i 
where (2.1.7) converges in [{ • |[. The eigenvalues Aj sat&fy the following well-known variational 
properties (cf. [3]) : The first us the minimization principle, 
X - a(tt,tt) g(^i,^i) Aj— «eff(»(Q) /A. ^ — 2,3,---. (2.1.8) 
feiti,"a—1 
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When J = 1 the minimization is over aJl of The second priciple is the minimum-
maximum principle, 
min max a{u^u) max o(ttju) . , « i 
2.2 Reductioa to a Finite Dimensional Manifold 
In the first subsection the method of alternative methods is applied to reduce the problem 
(2.1.4) to an equivzilent system of the bifurcation equation and the auxiliary equation. The 
unique solvability of the auxiliary equation is discussed, and the solutions of (2.1.4) are char­
acterized as functions on a finite dimensional manifold. In the second subsection we introduce 
the bifurcation function as a vector field and a complete characterization for the solutions of 
(2.1.4) is given in terms of the zeros of the bifurcation vector field. In the last subsection a 
pridple of reduced stability is recalled. 
2.2.1 An Equivalent Problem 
In the sequel we assume that cf is a. fixed integer with the property that < k < 
For this fixed value of d, define the space W = span{^j -1 < / < This is a d-dimensional 
subspace of L^(J2). We denote its orthogonal complement in L^(J2) by W-^. Let P and 
Q = I — P he the orthogonal projections P : L^{Q.) -i-WyQ: L^(n) -}• Then for any 
/ € L^(ft)r Pf may be written in the form 
d 
p f M  
In our work we use the space V defined by V = Aq (^) ^  = {tt G flo(^) ' = 0,1 < 
k < ei}. This space is orthogonal to PV in the energy norm, since a(uy(^j) = Ay(u,<^j) for 
each /. In general, we have Ai[«[^ <{[ tc [[^ for fimctions u 6 flo(Jl), but with, the help of the 
variational characterization of eigenvalues, the fimctions v lying in V satisfy 
Arf^-i[t7p <|[ V \[^= o(u, u). (2.2.1) 
From the constructioa of W and V, every u S can be written uniquely in the 
form tt = tff -{- w, where w E W and u G V. Since a(te,^ j) = a(tff,^j), for 1 < j < d, and 
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a(tt, <(>) = a(u, 4>)^ for every ^ 6 V", (2^1.4) 5s equivalent to 
o(u;,^j)-f + = 0, l < j < d ,  (2.2.2) 
+ = 0, V(t>eV, (2.2.3) 
In the following lemma, a basic, important existence result for the auxiliary equation (2.2.3) 
is obtained. We give a sketch of the proof. For more details we refer to [23]. 
Lemma 2.2.1> For each (lu, A) 6 W x A, there is a unique solution v of (2.2.3). Hence 
there is a well-defined map S(w, A) = u from W x S. into V which is defined implicitly by 
(2.2.3). 
Proof. For a fixed w €:W aad A 6 A, we define an operator : F ^  V* by 
< r^^(u), <t> >= a(u, <t>) + (ff[u; -f u, A], <f>), 
From assumption (G3), we can show that for any wi, 1/2, and ^ 6 V, there is a constant T > 0 
such that 
< r,i;,A(fl) — 2tu,A(U2)j <l>> < r II Ut — "2 II |[ <^ li • 
Therefore, it follows that 
II IW^aCWi) - Tru^ivz) Il« < r |[ Ui — U2 |1, 
which implies that is Lipschitz operator. From the orthogonality constraint in the defini­
tion of V and assumption ((?2)» the inequality 
< Ul — V2 > > a(Ul - W2» - V z ) - K  |ui - U2|^ 
is obtained. Noting that o(u,u) > Vv 6 V" for any k < [t < A^+i, and by using the 
elliptidly of L, it can be shown that 
< - 2'«fA(w2), Wi — 172 > > Qt II Ui - 172 Vvi, V2 € V, 
for some o: > 0. Hence the operator 2^,,^ fe strongly monotone. From the theory of monotone 
operators (cf. [8]) it follows that there is a unique solution v G V" of the problem. • 
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Lemma 2.2.1 shows that, for each (w, \) € fV x A, (2.2.3) is uniquely solvable for v = 
E(to, A). Substituting for v = S(w, A) in (2.2.2) yields 
+ (ff[m + S(to,A), A],<^,) =0, 1 < i < d. (2.2.4) 
Therefore, we obtain a characterization of solutions u of (2.1.4). 
Corollary 2.2.2. u is a solution of (2.1.4) if and only ifu = w + S(ty, A), toith w satisfying 
(2.2.4). 
E defined in Lemma 2.2.1 is, in fact, a smooth map if the nonlinearity g is smooth. In 
the next lemma we show that S is continously difierentiable with respect to w, if ^(x, u, A) is 
continuously difierentiable. 
Lemma 2.2.3. For fixed A 6 A, the map Sx : W V defined by ^^(ty) = S(ty, A) is 
continuously (Frechet) diffenntiable xuith S^(t/;) € C{yV^V) defined as follows: If ^ 6 W then 
y = t;(^) = S^(t«) is the solution of the linearized boundary value problem 
Lv + Qgu[ui + Sx(u?), Al(^ + w) = 0. (2.2.5) 
Proof See the appendix for the proof. • 
Since PV is a (Z-dimensional space it can be identified with through the one-to-one 
correspondence c = [ci,--- ,C(fl^ € <->• w(c) = -{ € W. With the help 
of this correspondence the map S can be redefined as a mapping from x A. into V. Let 
c = [ci,..., qI* e R'' and w = v}(c) = ct<H "t—' + Then we obtain a R'^-version 
<r: R*^ X A —V of S defined by the composition map 
a-(e. A) = S(u;(c), A). (2.2.6) 
Thus V = a(Cf A) is the solution of (2.2.3) with, w = ^(c)^ As a consequence of Lemma 2.2.1 
and the identification of W with R*^, any solution u of (2.1.4) is of the form u = w(c) + v, 
where u = (r(c. A). Th.us all the solutions of (2.1.4) must lie on the manifold 
d 
M = {ze Sq(Q) :  z  =  ^ Cjtfyj4-<7(c. A), (c,A) € R*^x A}. (2.2.7) 
i=i 
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For notational convenience we introduce the mapping 
d. 
z : R'' x A '^) = + <^(ct A). (2.2.8) 
3=1 
Since 2(c, \) 6 we sometimes denote z(c, A) by «(r;c, A) to explicitly show the 
dependence of z on x. 
2.2.2 The Bifurcation FNinction and a Reduction Principle 
Given (c, A) 6 R*^ x A, let w = w{c) = ci^l + - ^ ^+Cd(f>d and 
B,(c, A) = a(«;(c), <^f) + (irtto(c) + <r(c, A), Al,0f), 1 < t < rf. (2.2.9) 
We note that Bi(c, A) =0, 1 < t < cf, is a R'^-version of (2.2.4). The vector field S(e, A) = 
[5i, • • -, BdY is called the bifurcation, function, and B(c, A) = 0 is called the bifurcation equa­
tion. Thus the solvability of (2.1.4) for it in Hq(Q) is reduced to the solvability of B(c, A) = 0 
for c 6 R''. With the help of Lemma 2.2.3 we can easily show that the bifurcation function is 
a C^- vector field on R''. 
Finally, we obtain the following reduction principle in terms of B. 
Theorem. 2.2.4 (cf. [231). each A € A, a 6 Aq (^) ^ ® solution of (2.1.4) if and only if 
u = z(c, A), for some c 6 R*^ satisfying B[c, A) = 0. Thus the (weak) solutions u of (2.1.1)-
(2.1.2) are in a one-to-one correspondence with the zeros c G R*^ o/ the vector field B(-, A). 
2.2.3 The Principle of Reduced Stability 
There is a principle of reduced stability for the problem Ut-i-Lu-i- g(a:,A) = 0 and its 
reduction d -f- B(c, A) = 0. The following theorem shows that the stability of a rest point 
tto of (2.1.1)-(2.1.2) fe equivalent to the stabilily of the corresponding rest point cq € R'' of 
B(c, A) = 0. For the proof we refer ta [23]-
Theorem. 2.2.5> Assume that the conditions ((?i) — (C^j) and (G5) hold, and let «o be any 
solution o/(2.1.1)-(2.1.2) and cq S the corresponding solution, ofB(c^\) = 0. Then we have 
i) Uq is an asymtotically stable rest point o/(2j. j.)-(2.1.2) if and only ifco is an asymptotically 
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stable rest point of</-\- A) = 0, 
ii) Uq is hyperbolic rest point o/(2.1.1)-(2.1.2) with an unstable manifold of dimension k if and 
only if cq is a hyperbolic rest point ofcf^ + B(c, A) = 0 with an unstable manifold of dimension 
k. In case ii) the dimension k can be at most d. 
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CHAPTER 3 
THE DISCRETE PROBLEM 
Let 5(A) be the set of solutions of (2.1.1)-(2.1.2). To compute the approximate solution 
to u € 5(A), based on standard finite element methods, requires the weak formulation of 
(2.1.1)-(2.1.2), which is given in the form 
a(«> ^) + AJ, 0) =0, V(^ e flo (J2). (3.0.1) 
Then the finite element approximation u/i for « in 5(A) is found by solving 
a(uk, it}h) + {g[uk, A], ^ a) = 0, 6 5a, (3.0.2) 
where Sh is an appropriate finite element space. Thus we mimic the linear case to approximate 
the nonlinear problem (2.1.1)-(2.1.2). Notice that in the linear case 5(A) is a singletoa. Our 
problem, however, is nonlinear and it may have multiple solutions depending on A. Ln many 
cases it is not known how many solutions are in 5(A). We consider the wak formulation 
(3.0.1) and the finite element formulation ^ven in (3.0.2). The dimension of Sh. is usually very 
large, and we should deal with the large system (3.0.2) to obtain the approximate solution. 
Recall that the infinite-dimensional problem (2.1.1)-(2.1.2) was reduced to a finite and low-
dimensional problem by using a reduction method, which ensued a characterizatioa of the 
solution u. of (3.0.1) in terms of c 6 TZ!^, We develop a discrete analogue of this redaction 
process. We apply this reduction process to the ^stem (3.0.2) to decrease its size. The size 
d of the reduced problem of the discrete system lis the same as that of the reduced problem 
of the continuous problem. As a result of the reduction process an approximate bifurcation 
function b introduced, ajid the finite element solutions U& of (3.0.2) are aJso characterized in 
terms of the zeros c € of the discrete bifuication fimctiott. 
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3.1 Finite Element Approximations 
In this section the discrete problem for (2.1.4), based on standard finite element techniques, 
is considered. The basic facts about the finite element theory are reviewed based on [10]. For 
simplicity we consider piecewise linear functions in a convex plane domain 
3.1.1 Standard Discretizations 
Let Tfc denote a partition of a domain Si into disjoint triangles r such that no vertex of 
any triangle lies on the interior of a side of another triangle and such that the union of the 
triangles determine a polygonal domain C with boundary vertices on Let h denote 
the maximal length of tke sides of the triangulation 7^. Thus h decreases as the triangulation 
is made finer. We assume that the angles of the triangtilations axe bounded below by a positive 
constant, independently of A. Let Sk denote the set of continuous functions on the closure fl 
of which are linear in each triangle of Tk and which vanish outside Let be the 
interior vertices of Tii. Let i(fj be the pyramid function in Sh. which takes the vaiue 1 at Py but 
vanishes at the other verices. Then forms a basis for Shy and every X € Sft. is written 
in the form 
with ay = x(fj). 
j=i 
The inclusion SH. C C°(r2) leads to Sk C -SqC^) given smooth function u on (2 
which vanishes on dQ is well approximated by its interpolant € Sh. defined by 
"h. 
Iku{x) = u(i>-)^j(ar). 
j=t 
The following error estimates for this interpolant 
[IfHt - «( < Ch^ |[ u |[2 and — «)[ < Ch [( u [I2, 
for u € AqCQ) nH^(Q) are known (cf. [10]). These interpolant estimates are used in the linear 
case to show that the iiaite element solution G Sh approximates the exact solution u. of 
linear elliptic boundary value problems to order ft. Thus, as triangulation of Q is made finer 
and finer, the corresponding approximation Uh becomes better and better. 
2a 
Now, we let fc > 2 be some integer and assume tliat SH. consists of continuous functions 
on Q which are piecewise polynomials of degree at most — 1 on a triangulation 7^. For an 
interpoiant operator Ih ' So(^) ^ defined similarly to the one above, we assume that 
the error estimate (cf. [10]) 
{FHU — u| — u)| < CFI' 1[ U [[„ for 1 < 5 < A, (3.1.1) 
holds. We introduce the Ritz projection operator ich. t Hq{Q) Sh. defined by 
a(ti - Khu, = 0, VV/i 6 Sk. 
It is well known (cf. [10]) that if (3.1.1) is satisfied, then 
(« — Tr^i^l -I- ft |[ tt — TTfttt II < Ch' II u ll,, for u € floC^) ^*(^^)» I < s < k, (3.1.2) 
This error estimate wiU play an important role in our analysis. 
A finite element approximation problem, for a function approximating a solution u 6 
fl'^(Q) of (2.1.4), is formulated as follows: Find u^. £ Sh. such that 
^A.) + (^[«/it A], ilfh) = 0, Vi/}h 6 Sh. (3.1.3) 
3>1.2 Approximate Eigenftmctions 
In this subsection we consider the finite element approximation to the eigenpairs (A, <p) 
of (2.1.6). We investigate some properties of the approximate eigenpairs and recall the error 
estimates between the exact and approximate eigenfunctions which will play important roles 
in our work. 
Consider the eigenvalue problem on Sht Find 6 5ft., non-zero, such that 
t^h) = ^h)r e Sh. (3.1.4) 
The eigenpairs (A^,^^) of (3.1.4) are approximations to the eigenpairs (A,^) of (2.1.6). The 
problem (3.1.4) has a sequence of eigenvalues 
0<Ai<A2<---< A^^, nft. = dim 5ft, 
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and eigenfunctions whfcli can be chosen to satisfy = 5ij so that 
ii 3 = It-'-rJifc' It is well known (cf. [26]) that we have 
error estimates between the exact and approximate eigenfunctions: 
(3.1.5) 
(3.1.6) 
for some constant C that does not depend on j or h. 
Minimum and minimum-maximum principles analogous to (2.1.8) and (2.1.9) hold for the 
problem (3.1.4). The formulas are obtained by replacing flo(fi) by Sh and restricting k to be 
less than or equal to From those variational principles for continuous and discrete cases it 
follows immediately that 
aj < ay, / = l>2»"-,tifc = dim 5a 
(cf. [3], [26]). Consequeatly, whenever A^+i > k. It is well kaovra (cf. [3]) that 
nh 
A^ -f Ay as A —f 0, for each j. Seeking in the form c = (ci, - >-, where 
are basis functions of 5^., we obtain from (3J..4) an equivalent generailzed matrix 
eigenvalue problem 
Kc=X^Mc, 
where K denotes the stififtiess matrix, K = [«(^/,^i)]^y=tt and M the mass matrix, M = 
[{i/fj, ^i)]fj=t- It is easily seen that K and M areqrmmetric and positive definite matrices. 
3.2 Reductioa to a Lower Dimensional Problem 
In the first subsection the same reduction method as in the continuous problem is applied 
to reduce the finite element approsmation problem (3J..3) to ba equivalent ^stem of the bi­
furcation equation and tie auxiliary equation. The unique solvability of the auxiliary equation 
is discussed, and the solutions of (3JL.3) are characterized as ftmctions on a finite dimensional 
manifold. In the second subsection we introduce the diiscrete bifurcation function as a vector 
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field and a complete characterization for the solutions of (3.1.3) is pven in terms of the zeros 
of the discrete bifurcation vector field. 
3.2.1 An Equivalent Problem 
Let Wh — span{(^j and Vk = n 5&. Clearly, the functions Wh € Wh 
(resp. Vh 6 Vh) can be used as approximations of functions w ^ W (resp. u € V). As 
in the continuous case, we will identify (column vectors) c = [ci,-** ,1:^]' with (functions) 
ifA = Ct<^i H H Cd4>i. As in the continuous problem, there are projections Ph. : Sh Wh 
and Qh — I — Pk, defined by 
d 
PhV-k = 
i=i 
These are orthogoal projections with respect to the norm and inner product inherited from 
Let Uh 6 Sh. ajid set € Wh.^ Then Vh = satisfies 
a{vk, 4>j) =a{uft- tUA, <pj) = Aj(uft - 0^) = 0, 1 < j < d. 
Thus Vft. is orthogonal to Wh. with respect to the inner product o(*,-) on Sh- From this it 
follows that (3.1.3) is equivalent to the pair of problems 
<f>s) -h {gbuk + Vh, A], <^J) =0, l<j<d, (3.2.1) 
a{vhrifh)-i'ig[y}ii.+vhyx\,'ti>h) = 0, (3.2.2) 
VirtuaJly the same proof that serves to verify Lemma 2.2.1 Cetn be used to prove the following 
discrete analogue. 
Lemma 3.2.1> For each Wh 6 Wh., there is a unique solution »& € Va 0/(3.2.2). Hence there 
is a well-defined mapping Sa, : Wh x A -f Vh, xth = Ilh{.tOkt defined implicitly by (3.2.2). 
Lemma 3.2.1 shows that, for eacft E Wh. x F, (3.2.2) fe uniquely solvable for 17^. = 
S&(to&,A). Substituting for Oft, = 2&(w&, A) in (3.2.1), for ^ven (w&,A) SWh x A, we obtain 
a{whr <(yj) + i9\wh + A), AI, <^^) = 0, 1 < j < rf- (3.2.3) 
2d 
Therefore, we obtain an charaterization of solutions Uh of (3.1.3). 
Corollary 3.2.2. Uh, is a solution o/(3.1.3) if and only if -t-A), with 
satisfying (3.2.3). 
The system of equations (3.2.3) is the discrete analogue of the bifurcation equation (2.2.4). 
Since (3.2.3) is rf-dimensional we have reduced the problem (3.1.3) in the finite element space 
Sh to the problem of solving (3.2.3) for Wh. 6 
In essentially the same way as in Lemma 2.2.3, it can be shown that E/i Is continously 
difierentiable with respect to vih if ^(a:,«, A) is continuously difierentiable. 
Lemma 3.2.3. The map : Wh, x A is a C^-map, 
Again, as in the continuous problem, it is appropriate to consider as a mapping from 
x A to Vfc. Let = Wh{c) = ci<f>\ + • •' + Cd<f>\ and define 
o-/i(c. A) = S/i(u;&(c), A), (3.2.4) 
so that Vh, — a-fi(c, A) is the solution of (3.2.2) when wn = ttfA(c). 
As a consequence of Lemma 3.2.1 any solution of (3.1.3) is of the form u^ = Wfi(c) + Vht 
where Vh = o-h.(c. A). Thus all the solutions of (3.1.3) must lie on the manifold 
d 
M f ,  = {2h ^Sk : Zh = A), (c. A) 6 X A.}. 
i=i 
For notational convenience we introduce the mapping 
i 
iTA : X A ^  Sh., Zh{c, A) = Cj<f>^ + ah{c, A). (3.2.5) 
i=i 
As in the continuous problem, we often use the notation 2a(x;c,A) for 2i(c,A) to explicitly 
show the dependence oizK on ar. 
3.2.2 The Discrete Bifuxcatioa Function, and a Redaction Principle 
Let c 6 R*^. We define a bifurcation function, -B&,(c, A) = [(B&)i, - - -, (.Ba)^]*, for the discrete 
problem (3.1.3) by 
(B&)i(c,A)=a(tB&(c),<^^)-t-(ff[u;&(c)-t-(r&.(c,A),Al,^^), I<i<d. (3.2.6) 
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We note that A) = 0, 1 < i < rf, is a R'^-version of (3.2.3), From Lemma 3.2.3, it is 
easy to show that the bifurcation fuaction X) is coatinuously diiFerentiable with respect 
to c 6 
As in the continuous problem, we arrive at the discrete version of reduction principle in 
terms of B^. 
Theorem 3.2.4. For each \ € A., £ Sk is a solution of (3.1.3) if and only ifuh = z/i(c, A), 
for some c G R'^ satisfying Bh,{c, A) = 0. Thus the finite element solutions u/, of (3.1.3) are in 
a one-to-one correspondence with the zeros c 6 of the vector field B/i(-, A). 
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CHAPTER 4 
ERROR ESTIMATES 
From previous chapters, we see that the solutions it (resp. tt^) of the infinite-dimensional 
problem (2.1.1)-(2.1.2) (resp. the finite element approximation of (2.1.1)-(2.1.2)) are charac­
terized in terms of the zeros c € of the bifurcation vector field jB(c, A) (resp. the discrete 
bifurcation vector field B^(c, A,)). Let5^(A) = is a solution of (3.1.3)}. We want to show 
that the set S^[X) reflects the set 5(A) Just as well as when g is independent of it and A. In this 
case they are singleton sets, and the standard finite element theory applies. Since the derivative 
of B(c, A) at a zero co 6 can be used to determine the stability of the corresponding solution 
«o of (2.1.1)-(2.1.2). we also wajit to consider the derivative of the approximate bifurcation 
function and show that it well approximates the derivative of the ^act bifurcation function. 
Thus our goal in this chapter is to establish error estimates for the approximate bifurcation, 
its derivative and the approximate energy functional associated with the original problem. We 
obtain, our main error estimates of the differences B(c, A) — Sa.(c, A),fi'(c, A) — S^(c, A), and 
£^(c,A) —£4(0, A). Here£(c,A) (resp. 5a.(c,A) denotes the energy functional associated with 
the continuous problem (resp. the discrete problem), which will be defined in the section 4.3. 
RecaJI that the notation B'(e,A) (resp. B^(c,A)) is used for the derivative of B(c, A) (resp. 
Sfc(c, A)) with respect to c. 
4.1 Error Estimates Between. B{CyX) and B&(c,A) 
From Lemma 3.2.1, it follows that if e is a solution of (3.1.3), then = Zft.(c, A) 
for some c € R''. Furthermore, if ur. = 2&(c,A) = ti?fi.(c) -f a)i.(c,A), then Uk, will satisfy 
(3.1.3) provided that c satisfies B&(c, A) = fr. Hence the solutions of (3.1.3) are in a one-to-
2& 
one correspondence with the zeros of the vector field Therefore, we may consider 
Bh.{c,X) as an approximation to S(c, A). In this section we shall establish error estimates for 
the difference jb(c, A) — £h,(c, A), V(c,A) 6 x A., From the definitions of B and B^, it 
is easily seen that error estimates for the difference o'(c,A) — <7-^(0, A) should be established 
beforehand. RecaJl that o'(c. A) 6 V = Hq(Q) n and. <rft(c,A) € V/i = 5^ n W^. The 
orthogonaiity constraints being imposed are different in the continuous and discrete problem. 
This is the naain difficulty in establishing estimates. In general, if u 6 then we cannot 
expect {VyWk) — 0, Vwh. 6 WXi nor can we expect the Elitz projection iThV of v to satisfy 
(7r^u,U7) =0, VitT € W. Likewise, if Ufc. 6 Vk% then there is no reason to believe Vh 6 V. 
Nonetheless, it is intuitively natural to suggest the space Vh. as the appropriate approximate 
space to V. In the next two lemmas we investigate this matter to describe what can be 
expected. In this section, in addition to the energy norm || * |1, it will be convenient to use the 
norm 
I1I«I|Im = 1[ u life +-Ailtt(, 
^ d k2 
where Ki = [ ^^(1 -|- Ay^^)^ j . The constant Kj, will appear as a constant in the error 
vi=i / 
boimds, and describes the dependence of these bounds on the first d eigenvalues. In the first 
lemma we wiU derive estimates on how far the Ritz projection is from preserving orthogonality. 
Lemma 4.1.1. Let 6 Sk be the Ritz projection ofvEV and Ph be the orthogonal projec­
tion of Sk onto Wft,. Then there is a constant C., independent of h and rf, such that 
[Pk^kvi < CA^t[[t;[[k<£. Vt;€rafl-*^(n), (4.1.1) 
l i a^ fcu l l  <  Vv^VaE '^ i 'D) ,  (4 .1 .2 )  
Proof Each of the coefficients 4/^) of PhitfiV satisfies 
(tTaV, = {KkV - U, + (u, = (7rft.tr — O, <^f) + (u, - <f^j) . 
Thus from estimates (3.1.2) and (3.1.5) 
i(t/i»>j)i < cft'ai" lit 
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and therefore 
Similarly, using (3.L6), 
d d 
j=i }=i 
< \PkirKv\^i\f+Ch>'-'\^/^f 
Since h 6 (0,1), (4.1.2) follows from (4.1.1). • 
A.S an immediate consequence of this result, we show that for any t; 6 V there is an element 
in Vfi that approximates v well. 
Corollary 4.1.2. For every u € K, there is an element % € V\ satisfying 
lo-o/il < C/i'|||v|||M. (-l-l-S) 
ll"-%|l < C&'-H||o|U+AK'j||H|U,d. (4.1.4) 
Proof, Let Vh = Qh^^hV = ttau — Then v — vh. = v — k^v + PhT^hV, and (4.1.3) (resp. 
(4.1.4)) follows from (3.1.2) and (4.1.1) (resp. (4.1.2)). • 
The next lemma tells us the effect that the discrete projection Qh has on coerdvity of the 
bilinear form a(-, •). 
Lemma 4.1.3. Let v € V and Vh. G Vk- Then we have 
a{v -vk,v- Vh) > A<£+i[V - Uftp - - At) [Pv^l^, (4.1.5) 
IPwftl < Ch''Ki(\v\+[v-Vh\),  (4.1.6) 
Proof. Set p = —Pvfi so that u — i;ft.=p + giisatt orthogonal decomposition in flg (li), with 
respect to the energy norm, with g = Q(u — vh) € V. Thus, 
a(v -vh,v- Vh) = a(p,p) + o(?,.  q)  
> (ai^i —at)|pp. 
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This is precisely (4.1.5). To verify (4.1.6)» we first estimate the coefficients of Pvh, 
l(«/i^<^i)l = - «^?)l < < Cfe^(I + Af ^ )(lt;| + \vh - u|). 
Squaring, summing, and taking the square root yields (4.1.6). • 
Now we are a,t the point of establishing an error estimate of the difference <7(c, A) — 0*^(0, A). 
Recall that the problem determining cr(c, A) (resp. aft.(c, A)) is based in the space V (resp. V\). 
Our approach is to elevate these problems to problems in the spaces ffo(n) and SH.- This 
involves using the bifurcation functions. Let c € to = «?(£), and a = (r(c, A) be the solution 
of (2.2.3) as defined in Lemma 2.2.1 eind (2.2.6). Let z = 2(c, A) be given by (2.2.8). According 
to Lemma 2.2.1, a{a, -t- {g[z. A], ^) = 0, € V. Since o(w, tj}) = 0, € V, it follows that 
z satisfies a(z, •^) + (5[3r, A], tp) = 0, 6 V. Furthermore, according to (2.2.9) 
<^i) + (ff A], <i>j) =  a(ta, <f> j )  +  {glw + <r. A], <(>j) =  Bj{c, A). 
Therefore, z = 5(c, A) satisfies 
i  
a{z, u) + {g[z. A],«) = Bi(c, A)(^j,«), Vtt € . (4.1-7) 
/=! 
Similarly, with (r^ = <rA.(c, A) defined by Lemma 3.2.1 and (3.2.4) and z^ = Zft^(c,A) given by 
(3.2.5), it follows from the defining equation (3.2.6) (and the definition of Ch] that 
d 
a(-Sfc. «&) 4- A], Uk] = 2(B&)y(e, A) (<A/, «&), e 5^. (4.1.8) 
j=i 
From (4.1.7) and (4.1.8), we obtain an error estimate for the difference ^(c, A) — Chic, A). 
Theorem. 4.1^4. Let (c, A) € R'^ x A, <r = <r(c. A), and B = B(Cyk). Then there is a number 
fto > 0 and a constant C, independent ofc e R''^, h € (0, fto) oncf cf, such that for all ft 6 (0, ho) 
l<r - II <r - ffk f < C 
+ i^JiTddSIW + |Bp) + uif.»£>i(I<r - vtC+ II ir - OR IP +lB||o- - ml) ], (4.1.9) 
where {c[ and \B\ denote the Euclidean norms of these vector quantities-
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Proof. For convenience in the notation, and as described above, let to = «;(c), a = <r(c,X), Wh = 
n;ft(c), ah = <7'a(c. A), so that z = z{c,k) = vx-ha- and zh = Zfc(c, A) = + cr^. A.Iso we use 
Bj = 5j(c, A). EYom (4.1.7), and since (T 6 W''"-'-, it follows that 
d 
a(z, a - CTfc) + (5[z, A], tr - <r/i) = - ^  cr/i). 
i=i 
Since o-^ 6 VJi C (4.1,8) implies 
a(2fc, cr - o-fc) + (5[«&r •^1, <?• - <rA) = a(%t o" - Ufc) + (ff[«/i, A], cr - u^), 6 V^. 
Thus, for all 6 
a(2 - <r -  o - f c) + {g[z, A] -, A], «r - (Ta) 
d 
= -o(zA, <r - ua) - (^[zfc, A], a - V K ) - ^  B j  { ( f > j ,  cr^). 
/=i 
Let = to + so that z — zk^cr—ah and Zh—Sh = '^ — tvh.. Subtracting {g[zh, A], a — Ck) 
from both sides eind rearranging the resulting inequality leads to 
a(cr-ah.,(r- ah) + (fir[^, A] - g[zh., k], a - ah) 
= -a(ttf - W k y t r -  a h )  - (ff [?&, A] - g[zh. A], a - ah) 
d 
- a{zh, <r-vh)- {g\zh. A], o- - w^) - Bj (^y, o-&). 
j=i 
Since, according to (4.1.7), 
d 
a{z, a-Vh)-h {g{zy X], <r - o^) - o- - w&) = 0, V% € Vh, 
j=i 
it also follows that, for any Vh € 14., 
a{a - ah, <r- ah) + (fir[^. A] -A], a- au) 
= -a(m - <r - <r&) - {g\zhy A] - ^[2&, A], a - ah) 
•Jra{z-zh,tr—Vh) + {g\zr A] - g[zhr >^\r <r - Vh) 
d d 
- X ) ~  S T  j=i f=i 
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Using (4.1.5), the first term on the left can be bounded below. la fact, for aay 9 6 [0,1], 
a{<T - (Th,cr - (Th) = 9a{(T-(Th,(r-<Th)-¥0.-0)a{a-ah,cr-ah) 
>  e \ \ a - a K  f +(1 - 0)(ad+ii(r - - (a^+i - ai) \PaK?) 
> 0\\(r-crK 11^ +(1 - ^)ad+i[o- - (Thl^ - (arf+i - ai)|fo-fc(2. 
Using this estimate in the previous inequality, it then follows from hypotheses {G2) — (G3) and 
the choice 0 = ffo, where (1 — 5o)A,f+t — K = ffo (which is permissable since Xd-i-i > «), that for 
any Vk € Vk 
^o(k-cr/,|2+[|(r-cr/,||2) < 
o(cr - ah, cr- (ta) + (^[z. A] - glzh, A], <r- o-^) + (A^+i - Ai) |P<r&P 
<11 w - Wh \\ \\ er - (Th. |[ +7\v} - wk\\<t -
+ ii ^ - -Sfc ii 11 o" - % 11 +712 - -Sfclk - vk\ 
+ (b[ \P<rHl + iB\ k-ofc|-t-(a,i^i-ai)|pcral^ 
Since 1| 2—11<|[ 10—[[ -t- H [!»the first and third terms on the right can be bounded 
(using Cauchy's inequality with e) by 
(4^ i) 11^ + ii ip) + 2ei \\c-(rk ip, 
for any et > 0. In the same way the second term ajid fourth terms on the right are bounded 
by 
7 + i) (k - •u'&l^ + k - + 2e27lcr -
for ajiy €2 > 0. The term on the right involving the projection Pcr^ can be estimated using 
(4.1.6) with <r^<Th. replacing v,o&. Hence 
\B\[F<rk[ < C/i^iri([S[I<rI + |[Bp + |[(r-crAl2), and 
ipctfcp < {Ck''Kin[a{M<r-<rf,\f. 
Finally, since the coefSdents ci, - - -, are the same for both itr and wh, the difference satisfies 
II " - Il< |c| { E11 IP ) S Chl'-'KM-
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Choosing 61, €2, and ho 6 (0,1) appropriately, we can now conclude that there is a constant 
C, independent of c, fiE (0, ho) and of, but which may dependent on k, 7, and the difference 
— «> such that 
y (k - <r»| V II <7- - f) < C[ft'(»-«/fJ|c|" + lo- - w|» 
+ II II' +A'JRJ(|S|L<'L + \B?-) + |B|K - %! + A^KLKLL-
Since Vh € Vh is arbitrary this verifies the stated result. • 
A further estimate of the difference cr—ch. follows immediately &om (4.1.9). From Corollary 
4.1.2, with V replaced by <r, we have 
inf..€Vi.(k - %P+ II f +ISII"- - %l) < C(A2'||k||||^ 
+4'"-"(ll" lU +AiCillklllM)' + /i'|B||||<'IIIm). 
By combining this with, the estimates 
[ti; — Wh.\ < Ch^Kdlcl and H u; — 11< Cft''~^Kd\cl 
an error estimate of the total difference z — Zf^, follows easily. 
Corolkiry 4.1.5. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1.4 , and with z = z(c, A) = «7(c) -|-
<r(c,X) and Zk = Zh.(Cy A.) = tOfc(c) + there is a number ho > Q and a constant C, 
independent of cE r*^, K 6 (0, ho) and d, such that for all h 6 (0, aq) 
(k - »»l"+ II=- 11')' < C[ft'/^|Bl""(ii:j|B|+||W||„)i 
+ II »• Ik)+A'«ri(|c|+ll|o-|||M)l- (4-1-10) 
The estimate above shows that at a zero of B the term of order vanishes. Thus 
the difference, u. — Uht between an exact solution u. = z(c. A.) and its approximate solution 
Uh. = Zf^,(jCy A) satisfies a standard error estimate to leading order. Also, if linear elements are 
used (i.e. k = 2) the first and second terms are of the same order h = h^^'^ = h''~^. 
From all the estimates above, we arrive at one of our mctrn theorems. This theorem, pertains 
to the difference B(c, A) — A). 
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Theorem. 4.1.6» Under the hypotheses o/Theorem 4,1.4 and with B(c,X) denoting the bifur­
cation function for the continous problem and Bh{c, A) denoting the bifurcation function for the 
discrete problem, there is a number ho > 0 and a constant C, independent ofcE r'', a 6 (0, ho) 
and d, such that, for all h 6 (0,/io), 
|B(c, A) - Bi(c, A)| < Cd"'lh'-I'\B\^'\K4B\ + |||<r|||i^)i 
+ ftC-'l (KM+II lU) + h'-Ki (|c| + IlklllM + lst», i]| + A'-UfVl)], 
where [ • [ is the Euclidean norm on R'^. 
Proof. The componeats of Bk satisfy (cf. (2.2.9) and (3.2.6)) 
Bj - AjCj + ((7[2,A],0y) 
{ B k ) i  = Xicj-i-{g[zk,\],<fyi). 
Therefore, 
B j  - { B k ) j  = (Ay - AJ)cj + (glz, A], <^j - <fyf) {g{z, A] - g[zK, A], ^J). 
Since [Aj — A^[ < (cf. [26]), it follows that 
< c(a^<'-')ajlc| + a'af^lj[2,al|)+tk-al 
< C(A2<'-"a5'"1c| + A'IMz, All) (1 + Af+ Tl» -
Hence, 
i 
i=i 
< C[h^Ki{\g[z,X][ + h^-%f^[c\)+d'f^\z - z&l). 
The estimate now follows Qroin. (4.1.10). • 
4.2 Error Estimates Between. j5'(c. A) and B^(CYX) 
Di this section, we shall establish an error estimate between the exact derivative B'(c, A) 
and approximate derivative B^c,A.). Recall that the notation B'(c, A) (resp. B^(c,A)) iis used 
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for the derivative of B(c, A) (resp. Bk (c. A)) with respect to c. We will see that the dependence 
of |||jB' — fi^llloo on h behaves the same as that of the total diflFerence \\ z - || and has the 
accuracy when jB = 0, where [[[ • f[[oo denotes the maximum row sum matrix norm 
(cf. [15]). 
For the completeness of this section, we recall the notations used in previous sections. Let 
c 6 R'', «;(c) = ci<^i H hCd<(>d (resp. ^^(c) = ci<(>^ + • • --f Let cr(c,X) be the solution 
of (2.2.3). Then o"(c, A) satisfies (cf. (2.2.3)) 
o(<r(e, A), <^) + (sr[ty(c) + o-(c, A), A], (^) = 0 V(^ e K 
Let (Tfc(c, A)) be the solution of (3.2.2). Then o-fc(c, A) satisfies (cf. (3.2.2)) 
o(crfc(c, A), iih) + {g[wi^ic) + crft(c, A), A], = 0 6 Va-
Letz(c,A) = u;(c)+o-(c,A),and2:/i(c,A) = «;A.(c)+ffA(c,A). Letp(ar,c, A) = iru(ar,2(s;c» A), A) 
and />fc(s, c, A) = ^ ^(ar, s/i(a:; c, A), A). 
Recall from sections 2.2 and 3.2 that <r(c, A): x A ^ V and ahic, A) :R'' x A ->• are 
continuously differentiable maps, which implies that B and Bh. are continuously differentiable 
w i t h  r e s p e c t  t o  c .  T h u s  t h e  c h a i n  r u l e  a p p l i e d  t o  ( 2 . 2 . 9 )  ^ v e s ,  f o r  1  <  i , j  <  d ,  
= o(^^.,<^,) + (p(.,e,A)[<Ai + ^ ^|^l,.^.), (4.2.1) 
where Uf = 1 < J < is the solution of the continuous problem dcj 
+ {p{'yCrX)[<^j- + Vj\,f) =0, 6 V, (4.2.2) 
Similarly, from (3.2.6) we have 
2^ = (4.2.a) 
fc a.^ 
where = — , 1 </ < is the solution of the discrete problem 
+(pfi.(-,c,a)[^^ + t>^],^&) = 0, viffkevk. (4.2.4) 
^ . d < r ( C f X )  , fc d(rh(c,X) , For clear presentation, we use the notation Vj = —^ and u" = —— throughout 
the section. The estimate of A) — A) requires the estimate of Vj — whose main 
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difficulty is the different orthogonality constraints that are imposed in the coatinuous and 
discrete problem. For example, we have uy 6 V, but Vj 6 Vh. may not be in V. To resolve this 
obstacle, our approach is to consider the intermediate problem 
a(Sj,^0 + + =0, € 14, (4.2.5) 
whose solution is in the same space as in (4.2.4). We show in the next lemma that 
an error estimate for the difference wy — follows easily from a previous theorem. Before 
^ d \ 2 
we proceed we recall that tlie constant Kj, is defined by Ki= j ^(1 +Ay''^)^ j , where d 
denotes the dimension of W and 
Lemma 4.2.1. There is a number ho > 0 such that for all h 6 (0, fto) 1 < i < c'l 
(lt,y-sjl2+llu,--sj f)^ < 
-h C2{Ki, Vj) + CsilQ, vj) h\ (4.2.6) 
where, for some C> 0, Ci(/Q,t;,-, (Si) = C{Ki{\vi\ + [SD + = 
C (A-2 + 2 II oy 111)^/^ and Cz{Ki,uy) = C[[^[([^(l + 
Proof. Suppose Vj (resp. S^) satisfies (4.2.2) (resp. (4.2.5)). Consider the following Dirichlet 
boundary value problem 
~ ^ (a^) + /(a^t tt. A) = 0, ar 6 fi, (4.2.7) 
u[x) = 0 ,  r  6  ( 4 . 2 . 8 )  
where /(x,u, A) = /?(ar, c,X)u. Then (4.2.7)-(4.2.8) iis the boundajy value problem (2.1.1)-
(2.1.2), with ^(ar,tt,A) replaced by /(ar,u,A) = /!)(r,c,A)t£, where / has all the properties 
assumed of g. Let {ei ,  -  -  - ,  e^} be standard orthonormal basis for Then we have w(ej)  — <pj 
and iOfi.(ey) = Hence the corresponding solution py of (2.2.3) with g replaced by /, satisfies 
0 = a(py, <f>) + (/[«^y +py. A], (fy) = a(pj, 4>) + (p(-, C, A)[<^y +pyl, ^ ), £ K 
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So we have py = uy. Similarly, the corresponding solution gy of (3.2.2) with g replaced by /, 
satisfies 
0 = o((7y, + (/[0y + Ti, A], iJh) = o(?yr c, A) + ?y], ^/i), V^'/i 6 
So we have gy = S^. Therefore, by applying Theorem 4.1.4, we obtain 
|0j -Ej|=+ II Vi-sj II" < C[ +&"R:||U,P 
+ A'/Q(|B| |»y| + IBf) + mfxen.( |t.y - X\'+1| Oj - AT f +|B| It.,- - A^l) ]. 
Since, from Corollary 4.1.2, 
inw(l»i - *|v ii »/ - jc f +|5||.>j - *1) < c(a='|||.il|||,^ 
ii »i lu ^-hki lllvylllm)" + ft'lbi ii ivylll w), 
it follows that 
I«j - Ejp+ II vy - Ej II" < C t ( A-J + (II Vi Hi +A/Q|||»,|||m )") 
+ + |||v,||||^) + ft' (Ka 1B| l"jl + IBP) + |B| IIIt,j|I I m)  1-
Simplifying the last inequality using (a+ 6)^ < 2(a^ + 6^)> rearranging the resulting terms 
ciccording to the order of h, and taking the square root jrields 
{K-EJ|"+ II| |)i  < c[ftV2|sii/2(ii:^(i„,. |+|B|)+ | | |„illU,j'/2 
{Ki-1-2 \[„i III)""+A'||b,|||M(l + ]• 
This completes the proof. Q 
In the following lemma it is shown, that |[ — Wy [[ has the same convergence rate as 
[\ z — Zh. |[ and, hence, is of order when B = 0 (cf. (4.1.10)). Suppose (resp. S^) 
satisfies (4.2.4) (resp. (4.2.5)). 
Lemma 4.2.2. There is a number ko > 0 and a constant C,independent ofc E h € (0, ho) 
and d, suck that for all h 6 (0, aq) 
(|Ej-0jP+||Ej-^||")i <Cr|[2:-%ll(l+|I$-Ojl + |.;|). (4.2.9) 
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Proof. Observe that by (4.2.4) and (4.2.5) 
o(Ej - v}, Ej - t;f) -I- b(., c, A)(««+ Sj) - m(-, C, A) + o?),Sj - v}) = 0, 
and therefore 
a{Ef - oj, Ej - vf) + ( Pk(-,c, A) (eJ - of), Ej - v f )  
+ ((#.(•,c, A) - c, A) )(^f + S5), Ej - ) = 0. 
Prom (4.1.5) of Lemma 4.1.3, with v replaced by 0, and the proof of (4.1.6), we have, for any 
0 6 [0,1], and some C > 0, 
a(i:}-v},E}-v}) > (l-«)Ai+i|2f-u^l2-(l-0)(A.i+i-Ai)|P(S,^-t;J)|24-(9 || E}-v} |p 
> [(1 - tf) arf+i - c(1 - 0)(a<f+i - ai)/l2fe&-2] [ej _ t,^a|2 ^ ff i, |[2 ^ 
Hence from assumption (G2)r it follows that, for any 0 £ [0,1], 
[(1 - 6>)Arf+i - /c - C(1 - «)(Arf+i - Ai)ft2feif2] |sj - v^l^ + d II E} - v} ||2< 
((Pfc(-, c. A) - p(.,c, Xm<^f + 
Choose ^0 > 0 so that C{Xd^i —Xi^H'q'K^ < ——- By requiring h G (0,Ao) and then 
choosing 6 = do with (1 — ^o)A(i4-i —k — (1 — 0o)(A<i+i — k)/2 = 6o (which is possible because 
Arf^.! > k), we have 
«o(|Ej-o,¥+|| < (Cp/iC-,c,A)-p(.,<r,A)){«J+Ej),Sf-ti?) . 
From assumption (C?4) ajid by applying the generalized Holder inequalit r^, it follows that, for 
any e > 0, 
((/>&(-,c,A)-p(-,e,A))(B^+(^J),B)-i;j) < y f [z^ - z[[i:^ + - vf\dx 
< c ii % - r iu.(a, + sf 111 sf - iu.(n| 
<  c lu i - r in«shsy l l | s i -< l l  
< § ii ^ f l4 + € ii ej - f. 
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Combining the above two inequalities gives (by fixing e = eo with 0 < eo < 0o) 
(«O - 5O)(|SJ - II EF - 4 LIN < ^  II « II' L«} + S}L .^ 
Hence, 
(|Sj - ojiv II Sj - v} ||')i < C lUk - z II l4 + Ejl, 
for some constant C = C(A(i+i —/c). Thus the desired estimate follows from using the triangle 
inequality. • 
An estimate of the difference between uy and Vj follows immediately from the preceding 
lemma and the triangle iaequality. 
Corollary 4.2.3. There is a number Hq > Q and a constant C,independent of c ^ R'', h 6 
( O , f t o )  d ,  s u c h  t h a t ,  f o r  a l l  h  €  ( O . A q )  o n d  1 < j < d ,  
II II < II "i - SF II +C( 1+ II II) LU - •=!> II +C-II »j - SF II LU - % II • (4.2.10) 
From Lemma 4.2.2 and Corollary 4.2.3 we can observe that |[ Vj—Vj || and |j Ey — vf |1 have 
the same convergence rate as jj z — ][ and |l Vj — Sy |[. From Lemma 4.2.1 and Corollary 
4.1.5 we recall that \\ z — z^. [| and || Vj — Ey |[ are of order (resp. when B = 0 
(resp. B ^ 0). By using this fact we arrive at our main estimate on B'(c, A.) — A.). 
Theorem 4.2.4. There is a number ho > 0 and a constant C, independent of c, h E (0, fto) 
and d, such that for all h 6 (0, fto) 
d. d. 
E I I ^  I I  + C ' ' + E  I I I I )  I I  ^  I I  j=i j—t + (4.2.11) 
where III - |||oo ^ the maximum row sum maira: norm. 
Remark 4.2.5. The O(A^) term represents a collection, of terms of order greater thaji or equal 
to mvolving |At — A^[, \<pi - [, for 1 < t < rf, |[ 2 — zf^ |[, and |[ Vj — E^ [|, for 1 < j 
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Proof. Rrom (4.2.1)-(4.2.3) and since ct{(f>i,<t>j) = XiSijr it follows that 
= (A.-A?)«ii + W-,c,A)fe+t.;l,«-(*>»(•,c,A»J + 0^],^) 
= (\'- >>'i)Sxj + (p(-,C, A)[^J + Vj\,<f>i) - (p(-,c,+ vf],<f>i) 
+ (A'(-.c, A)[<^j + u^l, <i)i) - {p{',c, A)[(^j + ujl, 
+ (^>(-1C, A)[0j + ujl, - (/9fc(-, c, A)[<^,- + uj], (t>'i) 
4- (Pa('. c, A)[<^j- + u^], 4/I) -  {ph{^, c ,  A)[^J + v}],  (f>^) 
= (Af - A,^)% -t- (/£>(•, c, A)[t;j - vf], <(>i) + (p(-, c, A)[(^y + uf], <i>i - 4>^) 
+ ((P(*. c, A) - c, A))[(^j + uj^], + {pki, c, A)[^j- - (f>^], <f>^). 
The second term on the right satisfies 
The third term on the right satisfies 
+ < 7l^i - + "y I 
< C|A-«5?l{X+||"llH-||»i-»,^||). 
Since there easts a constant C = C7(n, (J2[) such that supjj|^y[ < C» 1 < j < d 
(cf. Theorem 8.15 in [12]), the fourth term on the right satisfies 
((/5(-,C,A) -PA(-,C,A))[(^j + t;Jl,^^) < yl[z-zk [[i:4(Q)I[ ||£4(a) 
<  C \ \ z - z h \ \  ( | [  < ( > i  l l £ 4 ( a )  +  I I  V j  1 1  +  1 1  V j  -  v f  1 1 )  
< C l I z - z ^ l K l + l l t ^ i l l  + l l u i - u ^ l l ) .  
The fifth term on the right satisfies 
(phi'y Cy A) [<^j - < y[((>j -
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Therefore combining all the estimates above gives 
dbi d{bk)i 
dcj dcj < |ai-xfl+cii  -  v} ii +c(1+ ii uy ii + ii uj - vf idi^i- 0^1 
+ c(l+ ii VJ ii + ii VJ - vf ii) lu - ii +7wi - ^ j| 
< |A.- - Xjl + CII »y - vf II +CC1+11 vj II) II z - II 
+ C(l+ II v j  IDIA- -4 l+Cllz-z„ nil  v j  -  vf II 
+ -  • t f l  + C|^( -  .^?|  II Vj -  vf  II .  
After applying Corollary 4.2.3 and then simplifying, we obtain 
d b i  d i b h ) i  
dcj dcj < |X< - A?1 + C II - Ej II +C \<h -1)\ 
+ C(1+| |  11/II)  (II  2- jk II+|^£ -  l^?|+ II  2 - 2k IP+l^i-A'l  II -s-2/1 II)  
- | -C| | t . ,  -Sj | |  ( | |2-2»|l+l^i-«il+l |2-2»ll"+IA-'^?l  l |2-2»ll) .  
Notice that |^y — 0yl « C?(A*), |At — | « and 
LL^-2» | | ,  | |V ,  -SJ| |«{ 
0(h^-^) ifB = 0. 
Hence arranging terms of the inequality above according to the order of coavergence it follows 
that, if jB 0, then 
dbi d(b^)i 
<  C 11 Ui - Sj It +C(1+ ([ u,- to \ \ z - Z K  It +C7(A^), dcj dcj 
which stiE holds true when 5=0 (and we see also that the lower order terms of the error 
bound of IB' — 5&t depend on t). Thus using the maximum row sum matrix norm 
tll-lttco(cf-[15l) 
" i i dbi d{bk)i 
dcj dcj 
This completes the proof. 
<C •£ II -  s? II +(<f+EII "i II) lU - II 
i=i j=t 
• 
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4.3 Error Estimates Between £(c,  A) and A) 
There is an energy functional S t R associated with problem (2.U1)-(2,1,2) 
defined by 
") + r C7(ar,u(x), A) dx,  (4.3.1) 
^ Ja 
where a(-, -) is the operator defined in section 2.1, andG(x, u, A) satisfies Gu(ar, ti,A) = (7(x,u, A) 
with G(®,0,A) = 0. 
We recall that all solutions of (2.1.4) must lie on the manifold 
d 
X = {z € flo(fi) : -s = ^(c, A) = -f- <r(c, A), (c,\) eR^x A.}. 
j=i-
The energy functional S on the manifold M may be written in the form 
£{c,X) =  S{z{c , \ ) )  =  ^ a{z{c ,X) ,z{c ,X))- i ' f  G{XyZ{x;c,X), \ )  dx.  (4.3.2) 
^ Ja.  
As in the continuous problem, we define the manifold Mh for the discrete problem (3.1.3) by 
d 
M k  = ^ S K ' S k  =  A) = + crfi.(c, A), (c, A) 6 x A}. 
i=i 
It is natural to treat ma as an approximating manifold to m. Obviously aU solutions of the 
discrete problem (3.1.3) lie on the approximate manifold. The energy functional £& : Mh. —»• R 
for the discrete problem (3.1.3) is defined for c 6 R'^ by 
5a (c. A) = A)) = |a(z&(c, A), zk{c, A)) + G(x, zk{x; c, A), A) dx. (4.3.3) 
For clarity in the sequel, we use following Nemetslqr lype notations z  = r(c, A) = z( ' ;  c. A), = 
2&(C,A) = 2A(-;C,A), G[r,AK®) = 0(_x,z{x),X), G[2&,Al(x) = ff(r,2&(x). A), ir[2,Al(x) = 
fir(ar,2(ar),A), fir[2&,Al(s) = g{x,ZKix),X), (?«[«,A](ar) =G„(ar,«(r),A). 
Our main result about the error estimate for the difference 5(c, A) — £&(c, A) is the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 4.3.1. There is a number fto > 0 ond a constant C = C7(|[ z |[, [fir(-, 0, A)|) such that, 
for all h e (0, Ac) € R''^  
[f(c,A) - S^ic,X)[ < C |[ 2 -II -torn. (4.3.4) 
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Remark 4.3.2> The term 0{h'') represents a collection of the terms involving \z — Zh\^, 
|[ 2 — 1(2, where r = k ifB ^  0, onrf r = 2{k— 1) if B = 0. 
Proof. For c € R'', we have 
£{c,  X) -  £k{c,  A) = |(a(«,«) - ^/i)) + J^G[z,X]{x)  -  G[zh,  A)](®) dx.  
For the first term on the right, we have 
a{z ,  z)  -  a{zh,  zh)  =  a(z ,  z)  -  a{zh,  z)  + a(zfc, z) - 0(2^, zk) 
< \ \ ^ - z k \ \ \ [ z \ [ h \ \ ^ - z k \ \ - ^ \ \ z \ \ ) \ \ z - z ^ \ [  
< 2il2ll l[2-2; , l t  + l |2-z; , lp.  
Now, for a: € S2, we have 
G[2,A](x)-G[2/i,A](x) = ^ Gu[zh + t{z-ZfL),>i{z-Zh)dt 
= f 9[^k + ^ (2 - ^h) t akz - Zh.) dt 
Jo 
— f  (y[^&4-^(^ -^&) ,Al -^[0 ,A]) ( r -2A)<^^+ [  g[0 ,x]{z~zh)d t ,  
Jo Jo 
By the assumption (G3) and the triangle inequality, for x € Q, 
[G[z,Al(x)-G[2A.AI(ar)[ < y[  \zh\ \z-Zh.[- \ - t \z-zk^dt-fr \g\Qy)^\ \z  —Zh[ 
Jo 
= y\zh[[z - Zh[ + - ^h.?- + iff[0, X]\\z - zk[. 
Hence, by appljring Holder's inequality, it follows that 
f [G[2,AI(ar)-G[2&,A](r)I<far < jf lzkl[z-zk[dx+^ f [z- Zk\^dx-i- f [^[O, A][[2-z^(cfx Ja Jet  ^Ja.  Ja 
< l{zh[\z - 2h.[ -h j[z - Zh?" -t- k[0» AJdz - zk\ 
< T(N + [Z- 2h.[)[z -  Zk[ -f ^[2 - 2&P -t- |ff[0, A]|[2 - 2i[ 
= (tI^I + tl7[0, AI[)[2 - zk[ + |7t2 - 2fi.p. 
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Thus combining the above inequalities gives 
[ e (.c,X ) - £ » ( c , A ) I  < I I 2  n i l  2 - r j  I I  + i  I I ^ f  + ( 7 l z l  + 1 , [ 0 , A ] 1  ) | z - j » |  +  iy \z-z , f .  
Since we have 
£• 
if jg ^ 0, 
Oik>'-^) if 5 = 0, 
using the triangle inequality gives the desired estimate. 
\z-ZhU II  | [  »  
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CHAPTER 5 
NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 
5»1 Convergence Tests 
In this section we describe numerical tests to observe the convergence predicted by the 
theorems we have established in chapter 4. We present two examples and coaclude with com­
ments on the numerical results. Throughout this section, we assume that f2 = (0, 1) x (0, 1) 
and dim W"(or Wk) is 1. It is easy to see that the operator — A with Dirichlet boundary condi­
tions has the first eigenfunction =2sin7rrsin7ry corresponding to the first eigenvalue 
At = 27r^. Linear triaingular elements were applied to the examples. A = 10 was selected, and 
for convenience in the aotation, we no longer show the dependence of <r, B, and on A. 
Example 5.1.1 (£(c)  =0 csise). 
Consider a special case of Sine-Gordon equation 
— Au —Asintt = /(s,y) in Q, (5.1J.) 
tt = 0 on dQf (5.1.2) 
where f (x ,  y) is pre-chosen so that (5.1.1)-(5.1.2) has an exact solatioa. The procedure is as 
follows: 
1. Choose a function satisfying given, boundary condition. For example, 
2(af» u) = - ar)y(l - y). 
32 2. Assuming [<^1 = 1, compute c = (2, . 
3. Let t;(x,y) = z(ar,y) — Thea rxEV and z  = -f-u. 
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4. Define f (x ,y)  =  — A2(a;, y)  - Xsinz(®^y) = 2(ar — 1/— y^) — Asin[(® — x^){y — y^)]. 
Then z(x,  y)  =  x(l — s)y(l —y) is the exact solution of (5.1.1)-(5.1.2), where f (_x,  y)  is defined 
as in the above procedure. In this case, the nonlinear function g{x, y, u, A) of (2.1.1)-(2.1.2) is 
g(x, y, u, A) = —Asin u — 2C® -x^-^y — y^ + Asin[(s — x^)(y — y^)]. Clearly, g satisfies all the 
properties of section 2.1.1 with k = 7 = A. Then from our choice, it follows that B{c) = 0.0. 
In Table  5 .1 ,  data  on | l  a{c)  — ch.{c)  [ ( is  ^ ven.  I t  shows that  [[  a{c)  — (rh{c)  I |«  0{h^).  
Table 5.1 Numerical results for |[ cr(c) — o"a(c) || 
h II ^^Cc) - <rfc(c) 11 ll(7(c)-a4(c)ll fk  11 o-(c) - a-kic} 11 /k^ 
0.125000 0.8797E-02 0.7038E-01 0.5630E-+00 
0.062500 0.4512E-02 0.7220E-01 0.1155E-I-01 
0.031250 0.2270E-02 0.7265E-01 0.2325E-f-01 
0.015625 0.1137E-02 0.7276E-01 0.4657E-i-01 
Table 5.2 Numerical results for [B(c) — 5ft(c)| 
h lB(c)-BUc)t [Bic)  -  B^{c)[ /h [B{c)-BK{c)\fh^ 
0.125000 0.2562E-01 0.2049E-00 0.1639E+01 
0.062500 0.6348E-02 0.1016E-00 0.1625E+01 
0.031250 0.1584E-02 0.5069E-01 0.1622E+01 
0.015625 0.3959E-03 0.2534E-01 0.1622E+01 
In Table 5.2, we can see the results of numerical tests on the difference B{c)  — Bh.{c) .  It 
shows that (S(c) — Ba.(c)[« C?(A^). In Table 5.3, data on [<r(c)—<tfc(c)[ is given. It shows that 
Ebcample 5.1.2 (B(c) 5^0 case). 
Consider a special case of Sine-Gordon equatioa 
— Art —Asin tt = /(r,jf) in £1, (5.1.3) 
t£ = 0 on. diiy (5.1.4) 
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Table 5.3 Numerical results for [<r(c) — ^^(c)! 
h lo-(c) -o-;i(c)| k(c) [o-(c) - 1 w{c)-<rhic)\/h^ 
0.125000 0.4095E-03 0.3276E-02 0.2621E-01 0.2097E+00 
0.062500 0.11070E-03 0.1772E-02 0.2835E-01 0.4536E+G0 
0.031250 0.2826E-04 0.9042E-03 0.2893E-01 0.9259E+00 
0.015625 0.7094E-05 0.4540E-03 0.2906E-01 0.1860E+01 
where /(®,y) is pre-chosen so that the bifurcation function B corresponding to (5.1.3)-(5.1.4) 
satisfies B{c) ^ 0, for some c 6 R. The procedure is as follows: 
1. We project (5.1.3)-(5.1.4) onto spaces W = span{0i} and V = n using the 
projections P and Q defined in section 2.2. This gives 
-Ato — \P sin(ti; + w) = F/ = A, 
—Au — XQ sitt(to + o) = Q / = /z. 
2. Choose a function satisfying given boundary condition. For example, 
2(ar,y) =x(l-r)y(l- J/). 
32 3. Assuming l^| = 1, compute c = (z,^) = 
tt" 
4. Let v{x,y)  = z{Xy  y )  — c^(s,y). Then v = Qz and z  = c<^ + u. 
5. Compute — Au — XQ sin(t£;-hu) to get /a. Then we have v = <r(c, A). 
6. Pick fi = oe4>i, for some G R. In this test, a = cAt was chosen for simplicily. 
7. Define / = /i + fi. 
Observe that we get B{c)  ^  0, unless f t  above is chosen so that f i  = — Au; — AP sitt(ta+u). 
From the procedure, it follows that 
B(c} = (-A sinz, <^) = -0.332723. 
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Table 5.4 Numerical results for || cr(c) — o'ft(c) || 
h 11 o-(c) - <Tk{c) 11 lt«7(c) -<r;,(c)ll fk 11 o-(c) - o-fcCc) 11 /h"^ 
0.125000 0.8860E-02 0.7088E-01 0.5670E+00 
0.062500 0.4522E-02 0.7236E-01 0.1158E+01 
0.031250 0.2272E-02 0.7269E-01 0.2326E+01 
0.015625 0.1137E-02 0.7277E-01 0.4657E+01 
Table 5.5 Numerical results for (^(c) — Ba(c)| 
h |B(c)-B,(c)l tS(e)-B^c)l/fe \B{c)-Bk{c) \ /k^ 
0.125000 0.2566E-01 0.2053E-00 0.1642E+01 
0.062500 0.6350E-02 0.1016E-00 0.1626E+01 
0.031250 0.1584E-02 0.5070E-01 0.1622E+01 
0.015625 0.3959E-03 0.2534E-01 0.1622E+01 
In Table 5.4 data on |( o-(c) — o"^(c) |[ is given. It shows that ([ <t(c) — <7/i(c) |[« In 
Table 5.5, we can see the results of numerical tests oa the difference B{c)  — Bh.{c) .  
It shows that [B(c) — Ha(c)[ « 0{h^). In Table 5.6, data on I(t(c) — o";i(c)l is given. It 
shows that |a"(c) — tr^Cc)! « 0[h^). 
From the samples above, we obtained the 0{f^) accuracy for the difference \B{c) — BfSc) [ 
whether or not c was chosen to satisfy B(c) = 0. Also, [-ff(c) — Bh{c)\ has the same accuracy 
as (o"(c) — (Tfiic) [, which is consistent with what we expected from the proof of Theorem 4.1.6. 
Table 5.6 Numerical results for [<r(c) — 
h k(c) - <rfc(c)l \<r{c)-<rk{c)\fh {a(c)-aa(c)(/A2 kc) -
0.125000 O.4353E-0a 0.3482E-02 0.2786E-01 0.2229E+00 
0.062500 OJ.196E-03 0J^913E-02 0.3062E-01 0.4898E+00 
0.031250 0.3064E-04 0.9805E-03 0.3138E-01 0.1004E+01 
0.015625 0.7692E>-05 0.4923E-0a 0.ai51E-01 0.2016E+01 
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These aumerical tests motivate the following conjecture. 
Conjecture: For c € we have 
k(c) -  <r/i(c )t < Ck II o-(c) -<Th{c) II 
We may be able to prove this conjecture using the Aubin-Nitche Trick. If this conjecture is 
true, then we can obtain a better error estimate of the difference between B and jBa, (i.e, 
0{f^) accuracy) which then will be consistent with numerical data presented. 
5.2 Morse Decompositions and Bifurcation Diagrams 
In this section we consider nonlinear elliptic boundary value problems of the form 
— Att-{-a® — Att =/(ar, y) in Q, (5.2.1) 
ti = 0 on Sn, (5.2.2) 
where f  6 I^(n), A 6 R, and Q C is hexagon centered at the origin with unit sides. 
The solutions of (5.2.1)-(5.2.2) can be considered as the rest points of the corresponding 
parabolic partial differential equation 
ttt — + u® — Au = /(ar, y) in (5.2.3) 
«(f,«)=0, (5.2.4) 
«(0, -) = «(j(*), in. (5.2.5) 
We consider a homogeneous case, i.e. /(ar, y)  — 0, and a non-homogeneous case /(ar, y) ^ 0. 
For these cases, we present the bifurcation diagrams and Morse decompositions. Loosely 
speaking, a Morse decomposition can be viewed as a collection of disjoint subsets of the rest 
points of (5.2.3)-(5.2.5). The plots of the nontrivial solutions of the problem for some values 
of A are also given, in the samples. 
We staxt out by reviewing some preliminary facts that we will need later to define a Morse 
decomposition. We are concerned with a special class of ^sterns called gradient systems. It 
is well known that the gradient systems with appropriate nonlinearity conditions have global 
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attractors. The global attractor is the largest compact Invariant set, which, attracts all the 
orbits of the solutions of the system. So, the long-time behavior of a solution is described by 
the attractor. Furthermore, the structure of the flow on the global attracter can be described 
in great detail for gradient systems. Let if be a. Hilbert space. We need some definitions before 
we arrive at a Morse decomposition. We define a dynamical system on ff. 
Definition 5.2.1. A family of mappings S{t) t>Ois called a strongly continuous 
C^-semigroup (or dynamical system) on H, provided that 
(a) 5(0) = I, 
(b)  S{ t - \ -r)  = S(t)5(r), t > 0, r > 0, and 
(c) S(t)u is continuous in t, u together with the Frechet derivative in u for (£, tt) 6 
[0,oo) X ff. 
Definition 5.2.2. % is a equilibrium point (or rest point) of {5(i)}t>o if S(t)u = u, Vt > 0. 
Definition 5.2.3. The set AC H is invariant ifS{t)A = A, "it > 0. 
A gradient system is defined as follows. 
Definition 5.2.4. A strongly continuous C^-semigroup 5(t) : —>• H, t > 0, r > 1, is called 
a gradient system if 
1. each bounded positive orbit {S(t)u, £ > to for some to > 0} is precompact, and 
2. there exists a continuous functional S tH called a Lyapunov functional such that 
(a) £•(«) is bounded below, 
(b) f  ( « )  — C O  | t t |  C O ,  
(c) S(^S(t)u) is non-increasing in t for each te m R, and 
(d) ifuis such that £(5(£)tt) = for f > Q then u is an equilibrium point. 
Now, we define the global attractor for the problem (5.2.5)-(5.2.5). 
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Definition 5.2.5> An invariant set A C is the global attractor of the problem (5.2.3)-(5.2.5) 
i f  A is  the maximal  compact  invariant  set  which at tracts  each bounded set  B C.K,  
The parabolic problem (5.2.3)-(5.2.5) generates the semigroup {5(t)} with ti(f) = S{t)uo,  fort > 
0 (cf. [13], [14]). The semigroup determines a gradient system with Lyapunov functional 
f - "/} (5-2.6) 
A rest point u is hyperbolic if the spectrum of the linear operator DS{t){u), t > 0, does 
not intersect the unit circle in the complex plane, C, with center 0. In our case hyperbolicity 
can be described in terms of the generator —Au + tt® — Au — A rest point u is hyperbolic if 
0 is not an eigenvalue of the linearized operator at u, i.e, — At; + 3u^u — kv = fj,v implies that 
We assume that there are a finite number of distinct rest points E= and that 
each u E E is hyperbolic. Under these assumptions Babin and Vishik (cf. [2]) showed that 
the problem (5.2.3)-(5.2.5) generates a (nonlineax) semigroup {5(t)}t>o with global attractor 
A whose structure is given by 
where W^iy.) is the unstable manifold of u. The unstable manifold W^{u) is defined by 
{v G H : 5(f)~^u is non-em.pty for all t > 0 and 5^(£)~^u —»• u as t —^ +oo}. Notice that 
the nonlineality for (5.2.3)-(5.2.5) is a polynomial of d^ee 3 in u. It is known (cf. [27]) that 
there is backward uniqueness property for parabolic partial diSerential system of polynomial 
nonlinearity of odd degree. Thus t > 0, S{t)~^v is at most a singleton. 
The oc aJid w-limit sets axe defined as follows: 
D^nition 5.2.6> Let <^^H. Then the cc-limit set a!(^) and the u-Umit set u;(^) are defined 
by 
u{<t>) = n»>oUt>,5(t)<^ andot{<p) = nj<oUtO'S"(—£)~^^. 
It is ea^ to see that vq £ u;(^) if and only if there exists a sequence -y -f-oo, such 
that S{tn)<^ -^ttoasn-i- oo. Similarly, ua 6 a(^) if and only if there easts a sequence 
converging to t<o and ^ sequence —»• +oo, such that S(trt)t/f^ = 
Now, the Morse decomposition ^ defined as follows (cf. [13]). 
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Definition 5.2.7. A Morse decomposition of the global attractorA is a finite ordeTed collection 
Ai <A2 < "' < Am of disjoint compact invariant subsets of A (called Morse sets) such that, 
for any <f> € A, there are integers N >K such that a(0) C An and ijj((j>) C Ak, and N = K 
implies that <f> 6 aff. 
In the gradient systems a Morse decomposition can be described more specificaity. Let > 
> ' • • > u' be the distinct points of tlie set Define =  { u e  E  :  S ( u )  =  
v^'}, J = 1, ••-,9. From property (c) and (d) in Definition 5.2.4, the sets - ,W} 
form a Morse decomposition. 
Next we discuss the Morse index of each rest point u E The Morse index of uq € ^ is 
defined to be the dimension of fy"(uo) of (2.1.1)-(2.1.2). By the principle of reduced stability 
(see section 2.2) the Morse index is also the dimension of W'^{co) of the corresponding rest 
point Co of c' 4- B(c, A) = 0. Hence the Morse index of tto is equal to the number of negative 
eigenvalues of B'{CQ, A). We compute the Morse indices numerically in the examples below. 
Now we discuss bifurcation. Bifurcation can occur only when hyperboUcity is lost. In 
the following homogeaeous example we will observe that the bifurcation occurs at the first 
eigenvalue of the Lapladan operator. Before we look at numerical examples, we first review 
some facts about bifurcation, such as a necessary and su£Scient condition for bifurcation at a 
point. 
Definition 5.2.8. Consider 
FKA)=0, (5.2.7) 
where F is an operator on Hd x R into fl". Given a curve F of solutions of (5.2.7), a point 
(t£o. A) € r ts called a bifurcation point for (5.2.7) if every neighborhood o/(uo, Aq) in Hd xR 
contains solutions of (5.2.7) which are not on P. 
For simplicity, we assume that F(0, A) = 0, for aU A € R. Let (0,Ao) be a bifurcation 
point for (5.2.7). Thea by the implicit fimction theorem we have a necessary condition for 
bifurcation: ifF is continuously differentiable in a neighborhood o/(0, Ao) then ^(0, A) is not 
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a homeomorphism. 
We give a sufficient conditioa for bifurcation from a simple eigenvalue. 
Theorem 5.2.9 ([8}). Let F € x R,S). Suppose that 
F{u,  k)  =  Lu — \u+ A) 
jV(0,A) = 0, D„iV(0,A) = 0. (5.2.9) 
(5.2.8) 
where L : Ho -¥[£ is a bounded linear operator. If \i is a simple eigenvalue of L with 
eigenfunction 0, then (tt, A) = (0, Ai) is a bifurcation point of F{u, A) = 0. 
Ebcample 5.2.10. 
Consider the following homogeneous elHptic BVP 
Let F(tt, A) = -Att + - Att. Take Ho = flo(n) n ff2(a) aad E = Clearly 
with L = —A and iV"(it, A) = assumptions (5.2.8) — (5.2.9) of Theorem 5.2.9 are satisfied. 
Since the first eigenvalue At of L with Dirichlet bounary condition is tnowa to be simple, it 
follows that At is a bifurcation point for F(u, A) = —Au + — Au. In fact, it is known that 
the number of solutions for (5.2.10)-(5.2.11) increases from one to three as A crosses Ai. 
For numerical tests the domain Q is triauigularized in Figure 5.1. Let h, = 0.125 be the 
length of the base of each triangle in the triangulation of Q. The 1st eigenvalue has been 
numerically determined to be A^ = 7.2034. For some values of A near Aj, we obtained Table 
5.7 on solutions c of A) = 0. The bifiircation function Ba.(c, A) is given by 
in case dimH^A, = 1. Table 5.7 also includes eigenvalues of B^(c, A), the Morse index of 
the solution Uh. (labeled T), the energy €{uh) and the Morse decomposition (labeled 'Morse 
Dcmp'). Here, ttfc(c) is the approximate solution of (5.2.10)-(5.2.I1) corresponding to c with 
A) = 0. We can see from the table entries that^ for A < Aj, the 0 solution is stable and 
— Au -f tt® — Au = 0 in ft, 
u = 0 on 5£2. 
(5.2.10) 
(5.2.11) 
B/i(c, A) = cA^ + ([c^^ + (Tk(c, A)l® - A[c<^^ + (r&(c. A)], <^^), 
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Figure 5.1 Triangulation for the domain Q 
has the Morse index 0. Notice that the Morse index 0 is the same as the aumber of negative 
eigenvalues. This is also implied by energy values. But as soon as A gets bigger than A^, the 0 
solution becomes unstable and has a 1-dimensional unstable manifold (the Morse index Is 1). 
Two nontrivial stable solutions appear (the Morse index is 0). Thus there is an exchange of 
stability which occurs when the parameter A crosses the first eigenvalues Aj. The bifiircation 
diagrams for k = 0.125 aad ft = 0.0625 are ^ven in Figure 5.2. Observe that the bifurcation 
of solutions for each h occurs at the Ist eigenvalue A^ (A^ « 7J.676 for h = 0.0625, while 
Ai as 7.2034 for ft — 0.125), which is consistent with what we ecpected. Figure 5.2 also shows 
that the bifurcation diagrams axe qualitatively same, bat they are slightly off quajitatitively. 
This is because A^ —f Ai fiom above, which causes the shift of the bifurcation diagram for 
k = 0.125 to the left from where it was when h = 0.0625. From this observation, we, in 
general, expect that as ft 0, the corresponding bifurcation diagram will be shifted further 
and fiirther to the left and the bifurcation point will approach the exact 1st eigenvalue At from 
the eight (in [16j Ai Es compated to be 7.15536 by uang finite elements as trial functions in 
the method of a posteriori-a priori inequalities). 
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Figure 5.2 Bifurcatioa diagram for example 5.2.10 
Table 5.7 Morse decompositions for example 5.2.10 
A solution c*s eigenvalues r Morse Dcmp. 
7.20 O.OOOO 0.0134 0 0.00000 K(0)} 
0.0000 -0.0366 1 0.0000 W(0)}, 
7.24 -0.2107 0.0731 0 -0.0004 {«&(-0.2107), 
0.2107 0.0731 0 -0.0004 tt/i.(0.2107)} 
0.0000 -0.2066 1 0.0000 W(0)}, 
7.41 -0.5017 0.4U3 0 -0.0130 {ttfc(-0.5017). 
0.5017 0.4113 0 -0.0130 tt&(0.5017}} 
0.0000 -0.6066 1 0.0000 K(0}}, 
7.81 -0.8633 1J.984 0 -0J.125 {i£&(-0.8633). 
0.8633 1J^984 0 -0.1125 tt/i.(0.8633)} 
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Table 5.8 Morse decompositions for sample 5.2.II with a = O.Ol 
A solution c's eigenvalues I Morse Dcmp. 
7.20 0.2238 0.1271 0 -0.0016 (0.2238)} 
-0.0514 -0.1900 1 0.0003 K(-0.0514)}, 
7.40 -0.4614 0.3268 0 -0.0070 {«,,(-0.4614)}, 
0.5131 0.4496 0 -0.01676 {«a(0.5131)} 
-0.0202 -0.4956 1 0.0001 {ttfe(-0.0202)}, 
7.70 -0.7698 0.9446 0 -0.0676 W(-0.7698)}, 
0.7902 1.021 0 -0.0832 {tt,i(0.7902)} 
-0.0126 -0.7962 1 0.0001 {ua(-0.0126)}, 
8.0 -0.9848 1.5386 0 -0.1847 {ttA(-0.9848)}, 
0.9975 1.5979 0 -0.2045 {«fc(0.9975)} 
Example 5.2>11> 
Consider the non-homogeneous elliptic boundary value problem 
— — Aa = in Q, (5.2.12) 
u = 0 on 5ft, (5.2.13) 
where a is a real paramter ajid ^(ar, y) iis the 1st eigenfiinction of —A with DLrichlet boundary 
condition. Table 5.8 includes numerical data on the Morse index for ot = 0.01 when dimWh. = 1. 
From, the table we observe that Morse decomposition consiists of the singleton set of each rest 
point, which is not true for the homogeneous case. The same was observed for a = 0.1 too. 
The bifurcation diagrams for a = 0 and or = 0.01 are ^en in Figure 5.3. The bifurcation 
diagram for a = 0.1 is given, in Figure 5.4. 
These diagrams show the behaviors of the solutions c of B&(c, A.) = 0 as functions of 
X{h = 0.125). By comparing these bifurcation diagrams we can observe that bifurcation point 
moves to the right as a iacreases. The bifurcatioa point is computed to be X « T.2034 for 
tt = 0, A w 7.2857 for at = 0.01 and A as 7.5850 for a: = 0.1. 
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This phenomena is predicted by considering a 1-dimensionaL Galerkin approximation to the 
solutions of the bifurcation equation B(c, A) = 0. Set u = c<f>x. Then the Galerkin approximate 
solutions u satisfy B(c, A) = (—Au -f- # — Au — = 0. By an easy computation we 
obtain 
jB(c,A) = 0, or ac^ — c(A — Ai) = a, 
where a = (^f, ^i). Clearly a > 0. 
Let a > 0 and A > Ai. Let 6(c, A) = a(? — c(A — Ai). For Galerkin's approximations, we 
need to solve 
6(c,A) = Q t .  (5.2.14) 
The graph of 6 with A fixed is a cubic passing through the origin with negative slope. It has one 
local minimum at (cx, —2ac5) and one local maximum at (—c\,2ac^), where cx — 
Notice that as A increases, so does 2ac|. Thus, there is a critical Aq such that (5.2.14) 
has one positive solution, for A < A^, one negative and one positive for A = Ac, and two 
negative solutions and one positive solution for A > A^. It is also easily inferred that this 
bifurcation point A^ increases as a increases, and Aq At as ot \ O"*". Notice that (5.2.14) 
has only one nontrivial solution when A < Ai, regardless of oc because the derivative 6c(c, A) = 
3ac^ — (A — At) > 0. 
In case a < 0, exactly the same analysis can. be done to show that for given a, there is a 
critical point A^ such that (5.2.14) has one negative solution, for A < A^, one negative and one 
positive for A = A^, and one negative solution and two positive solutions for A > A^. It turns 
out that bifurcation point A^ increases as a decreases. 
The argument above can be made more rigorous when Galerfcin's method is replaced by 
alternative methods. It is known that when Q is an interval there are points and with 
Qf_ < 0 < 04. at which an S-shaped biforcation occurs with respect to the parameter o, under 
the condition At < A < A2. Thfe has been, proved analytically for one-dimensional domain 
(cf. [25]). Our numerical ®cperiments serve as a conjecture that these multiplicity results of 
(5.2.12)-(5.2.13) are true for domains in higher dimensions. 
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Finally two nontrivial (resp. three) approximate solutions to the problem whea a = 0 and 
A = 7.41 (resp. a = 0.01 and A = 7.40) are plotted in Figure 5.5 (resp. Figure 5.6). 
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Figure 5.5 Two nontrivial solutions when a = 0, and A = 7.41 
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APPENDIX 
In this appendix we provide a. detailed proof of Lemma 2.2.3. 
Proof. We first observe that essentially the same arguments used in Lemma 2.2.1 can be 
used to show that (2.2.5) has a unique solution, for any ^ 6 W. Let tu € be fixed, 
^ be arbitrary, and u = u(^) be the solution of (2.2.5). We want to claim that v is 
the (Frichet) partial derivative of Sx(m) acting on We need to estimate the quotient 
(I Sjv(to + 0 ~ S\(tc) — o 11 /1?1. For convenience we set uq = Sx(nj), ui = Sx(to ^), and 
zo = u;+uoj +C+^1) By defintition of we have Lvq -i-Qg[zo] = 0 
and Lvi •'rQg\z\[ = 0, while v = t;(^) solves Lu+Qiru[^ol(C+w) = 0> Hence vi — vq — v satisfies 
a(ui - vo - V,^fr) + (5[2il - g[z^ - ffu[^ol(^ + u), ^) = 0, V'^ € K. 
(5.2.15) 
We observe also that since v satisfies (2.2.5) we have 
o(u, u) -h (iru[^ol», v) = -(/u[-2i)lct v)-
Hence, for any 0 € [0> 1] 
Bocq 11 v [|2 +[(1 - d)[t - /cl[t;[^ < 7[$[[t;( 
where fx. is any constant with ft > k and Xd< ft < Ai+.i (cf. [23]). 
Using different choices of 0(i.e. 5=0 and 0 = — /c)) we first obtain 
t 1 |u| < — k)~^[^[ and then conclude |[ u |[< where K = 'Y(t^/{a§(ji — k)}. Next we 
observe that g\zi\ = g[zi\—g\zQ +^+"1 and that zt — (zq +w) = vi — uo — u-
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Hence by assumptions {G^) — (G3) 
- 9[^q\ - (? + u), ui - ua - u) < -k|wi - uq - u[^ 
+ ((c + + u, 0, ^o], wi - uo - w), 
where A2»«]' x ff^(f2) x flo(J2) -f ^^(0) is the operator defined by 
h^-h2 on # A2}, 
on {ar € tt : fti # ^2)1 
ajid satisfies forfixed u 6 Aq (J^), |[ d\hu ^ 2, u] ||£j>(n)->' 0 as {hi, ^2) ^ 0 in £r^(f2) 
for any p > l  (which can be proved easily). Also, it can be shown tha there are numbers p,q> 2 
such that (note W C ffo(f2)) 
|(^+u)D[f+ u,0,rolP= f |^ + t;|^[£>[C + u,0,zo]pc^a: 
Ja 
< C, II e + w f II 0. zol l|^(j,) < C [| e f II i?Ce+tr, 0, zo] ||^(n,, 
where C, is an embedding constant and C is ageneric constant depending only oa qq, «, 7, q, [fil, 
and n. Therefore, by taking ^ = ui — uo — t; in (5.2.15) and using this estimate, it follows that 
for any 0 6 [0,1] we have 
0ao |[ vi - uo — w Ip +[(1 — &)ft — /cljui — vq — 
^ ^  11 ^ 111[ 0» ^oI lli^cft) kt — uo - u|. 
As above dififerent choices of 9 ultimately lead to 
11 Ui - i;o - » |[< -r-^— II ^ IIII 0, Zol iliPCQ) -
tto (/'-'«) 
Since |[ ^ ||< ^ € Wy we have thus verified 
II I,DK+„k),O,.»I!(„<„,. 
This shows that the {Fricket) partial derivative of at iff and acting on is the 
solution, of (2.2.5). 
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To show that : W C{yV, V) is continuous we employ a similar argument. Let Wi 6 W, i 6 
{0,1}, and set Zi = («;»), vi = Then Uf 6 V" and satisfies Lvi-\'Qgu\zi\ (f+Ut) = 
0. Hence 
a(oi - uo, vi - vo) + (5u[«il(C + ui) - ffu[-fo](? + uo),"i - Vq) = 0. 
Adding 0 = ffu['?i]uo — 9u[z\\vq and estimating as above we obtain 
9ao |( ui - vo f +[(1 - e)fi -KHUI - uo|^ < I(iru[2il - ^u[^ol)(? + uo)| |ui - uo|. 
Also as above, we estinaate that for some p  >2  and a generic constant C 
II 9u[zi]-gu[zo] |(ip(n) -
It follows that for any ^ # 0 
||s^(.Pi).;-g^(t»„).eil ^ p II J _ 
Thus II S^(tt;i) — S'Y(tBo) \\£{w,v)-^ 0, as tui wq since ^uM generates a continuous operator 
f r o n L f f ^ ( J 2 )  i n t o  f o r a n y p > U  •  
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